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ABSTRACT
OpenID Connect (OIDC) is a Single Sign-On (SSO) protocol that allows users to authenticate to various Relying Parties (RPs) via an Identity Provider (IdP). The main drawback of SSO is its lack of privacy, as the IdP learns the RP’s identity at each user’s login. OIDC supports several protocol flows, of which only one, the Implicit Flow, gives hope for any privacy, as it does not require direct communication between the IdP and RP. This design was initially intended for RPs with technical limitations that prevent them from storing credentials and thus authenticating to the IdP. However, RP authentication is crucial to ensure that users only access properly registered RPs. As a result, the Implicit Flow is being discussed to be excluded from the OAuth specification on which OIDC is based.

This paper demonstrates a privacy-preserving approach incorporating RP authentication into the Implicit Flow. The IdP can restrict its service to authenticated RPs and tie each authentication token to a specific user and RP without acquiring knowledge of which user is accessing which RP. We formally define the desired security and privacy properties of such an authenticated Implicit Flow, propose a provably secure construction from generic building blocks, and report on an implementation of our scheme.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Users authenticate to online applications still predominantly by sending a username uid and password to the authenticating party. It is well-known that this has severe limitations for security: users are required to manage numerous access credentials, which likely leads to password reuse or the usage of weak passwords [3, 25, 36]. It also requires the application to store large password databases and verify them on authentication securely.

An approach that significantly improves security (and usability) for both users and applications is Single Sign-On (SSO). This approach adds a third party for authentication between the user and the application: the Identity Provider (IdP). Instead of authenticating directly to the application, users authenticate to an IdP, as shown in Figure 1. The IdP then sends proof of the user’s identity back to the application, also referred to as a Relying Party (RP). This proof comes in the form of a token τd. It typically is a standard signature under the IdP’s public key on the user’s identity and some context information, binding the token to a particular session. The most widely used SSO protocol on the Internet is OpenID Connect (OIDC) [39, 41], which extends the OAuth 2.0 framework [26] to provide user authentication. SSO services are becoming increasingly prominent, particularly with large social media or consumer device enterprises, such as Microsoft, Google, or Apple serving as IdPs [17, 18, 32].

Security and privacy in SSO. In terms of security, users benefit from SSO as they only have to remember the access credential for the IdP, and RPs must not manage large password databases anymore but instead fully rely on the IdP for authentication. However, standard SSO also comes with risks, mainly because the IdP is a single point of failure that needs to be fully trusted. A particular drawback in SSO is its lack of user privacy, as the IdP learns every authentication request and thus is aware which RPs the user accesses when and in what frequency. Thus, while users might choose SSO for convenience, they pay by making all their online activities available to the IdP. Another slightly more subtle challenge is basing all RPs authentication security on the security of a single entity. If the IdP is corrupted, then the authentication towards all dependent RPs is also compromised.

Several proposals aim to improve these privacy and security limitations while preserving the convenience of SSO, such as [2, 19, 24] for hiding the users’ access patterns towards the IdP and [1, 5] that provide better security by distributing the role of the IdP.

All these improved proposals have in common that they crucially rely on a particular form of SSO that is user-centric: the so-called Implicit Flow. This flow is necessary for achieving any form of privacy and supporting distributed IdP settings.

Implicit Flow — User-centric SSO for privacy? OIDC offers two main variants to provide a token to an RP, the Authorization Code Flow and the Implicit Flow. A third variant is the Hybrid Flow, which combines both. We detail these variants in Figure 2. In the Authorization Code Flow, the IdP directly communicates with the RP that
the user wishes to authenticate. In contrast, in the Implicit Flow, no communication between the IdP and RP is necessary. That is, the IdP sends a token to the user, who forwards the token to the RP.

Clearly, in the Authorization Code Flow, there is no hope for achieving any user privacy in the sense of hiding the user’s access patterns. However, interestingly the Implicit Flow does not allow for such privacy by default either: While the Implicit Flow does not require direct communication between the IdP and RP, the IdP is still required to learn the RP’s identity, according to its specification. The reason is that the token issued by the IdP is supposed to be bound to the particular RP the user requests. Thus, the OIDC standard still assumes the user to send this RP identifier rid to the IdP, such that the IdP can sign the identifier as part of the token.

Resolving this problem was one of the core contributions of Hammann et al. [24] that propose a new Implicit Flow variant — which they call Privacy OIDC, or POIDC in short — where the user only sends a cryptographic commitment on rid to the IdP. This approach allows hiding the rid towards the IdP, but by signing the commitment, the IdP can still bind the token to the targeted RP.

RP Authentication in OIDC. While the POIDC protocol by Hammann et al. now allows for a truly privacy-friendly use of the Implicit Flow, it amplifies another more fundamental problem of this OIDC variant — the lack of RP authentication.

In OIDC, users and RPs must register with the IdP. During this RP registration, the RP provides a set of metadata and operational information, which allows the IdP to check that the RP is a legitimate service and, for example, indeed owns the web domains it claims. Upon successful registration, the RP receives a unique identifier called rid. This identifier is associated with the registered metadata and an authentication method that later allows the RP to provide proof of registration to the IdP denoted by authgp.

In the Authorization Code Flow, RP authentication is mandatory, i.e., when a user initiates an authentication session to an RP, the RP must properly authenticate to the IdP as rid via the registered authentication method. However, RP authentication is not specified in the Implicit Flow, i.e., the RP cannot provide proof to the IdP that it initiated the request, making this variant much more prone to phishing attacks. In fact, the Implicit Flow was initially mainly aimed at RPs with no secrets. If one assumes RPs to have secrets, RP authentication can easily be added to the Implicit Flow by letting the RP send proof, via the user, that it initiated the user’s authentication request. This proof can be a signature from the RP on the user’s request. This is similar to the approach enabled by the Hybrid Flow.

While beneficial for security, this addition now destroys any privacy again as the authentication of the RP reveals its identity towards the IdP as part of the authentication, making all the user’s interactions traceable by the IdP.

The Need for a New Implicit Flow. Based on these contradicting design decisions, the upcoming OAuth Framework specification, on which OIDC is based, omits the Implicit Flow and emphasizes the exclusive use of the Authorization Code Flow [27, 30]. Abandoning the Implicit Flow would clearly be detrimental to user privacy in SSO, as the Authorization Code Flow rules out any hope for privacy already on the communication level. This development leaves us with the following urgent question:

**How can we improve the Implicit Flow to allow for RP authentication while preserving the privacy benefits of this flow, i.e., without revealing the identity of the RP to the IdP?**

On a more practical level, adding such RP authentication is becoming much more important when offering user privacy: If users are not paying with their data anymore, the IdP needs another source of revenue. It would only be fair if users and RPs were paying for the service the IdP provides. However, this change requires the IdP to limit its services to registered RPs only.

### 1.1 Contributions

We answer the previous question by proposing the Authenticated Implicit Flow (AIF), a new Implicit Flow variant that supports explicit yet privacy-preserving RP authentication. In this new flow, all communication is still routed through the user, but the IdP is able to ensure that the user is authenticating to a registered RP and to blindly bind the issued token to the requested RP without learning its identity. We start by providing a formal game-based model for all desired security and privacy properties. This model enables us to formally analyze and compare the existing works (or rather slightly extended versions thereof), i.e., OIDC’s Implicit Flow, POIDC [24], and show that none achieves all properties simultaneously. We then propose a new protocol, prove its security in our model, and compare its efficiency to the aforementioned solutions.

**Formal security model.** Our work introduces and formally defines a new OIDC variant, the Implicit Flow with RP authentication. The first challenge is to formalize the multi-message protocol run by three different entities in a generic syntax: the specified algorithms must closely follow the OIDC’s communication model and be broad enough to capture the two existing and our new protocol, all being somewhat different in their cryptographic setup and achieved properties. At the same time, the system model and algorithms must be specific enough to express meaningful and (hopefully) easily digestible security properties. In the end, our model comprises 7 algorithms and 2 interactive protocols, running in 4 different phases of the protocol.

The next challenge is to identify and formalize the desired security properties for our privacy-preserving AIF. The properties must balance two seemingly conflicting needs: on one hand, RP authentication should be done blindly towards the IdP; on the other hand, our system must still ensure proper authentication and correct binding of the IdP’s blindly issued tokens. (Note that we do not model or propose how the user authenticates towards the IdP but assume that the IdP will only issue tokens for a uid when the user has provided sufficient authentication.) We capture proper RP authentication through the first two properties stated below and privacy as RP Hiding:

**RP Accountability:** An IdP can verify that an authentication request was initiated by a registered RP.

**RP Session Binding:** A token is immutably bound to the context in which it was issued, in particular to the RP authorized to make the request.

**RP Hiding:** An IdP receiving an authentication request cannot learn the RP’s identity.
While these properties might be rather clear on an intuitive level, capturing them in a formal model is the core challenge of this work. Our security model is given in a game-based form, where the adversary needs to be given access to the multitude of algorithms and interactive protocols (when run by honest parties) and also be able to corrupt as many entities as possible. For both authentication-related properties, this meant finding a good balance between allowing corrupt behavior of RPs and still expressing strong security properties that take the inherent security “loss” stemming from blind authentication into account. This search for a good security model also led to the decision to explicitly model epoch-based credential renewal as part of the system, as this allows to capture corrupt RPs without losing all security: the security loss can then be contained to only the epochs in which an RP is corrupt and still legitimately registered. Thus, our system also implicitly includes a form of revocation, further adding to the complexity of our model.

Constructions. Our formal model for OIDC with RP authentication now allows to analyze existing protocols and improve the state of the art. Table 1 provides a comparison of the different schemes and their properties. We start by phrasing the native Implicit Flow, extended with simple signature-based RP Authentication (building upon the OIDC specification), as an instantiation of our generic model. When a user wants to authenticate towards a particular RP, this RP signs the user’s request and lets the user forward the signature to the IdP. While trivially satisfying RP Accountability and RP Session Binding, this approach clearly does not allow for any privacy.

Next, we capture the POIDC protocol [24] by Hammann et al. as of our model and provide the first formal security analysis of this protocol. Recall that therein tokens get blindly issued for a particular RP by letting the IdP only sign a commitment of the RP’s identity rid. This protocol achieves the RP Hiding property but does not provide RP Accountability and only partially satisfies RP Session Binding.

We finally present our new protocol and prove that it satisfies all three properties simultaneously. The new scheme builds upon and the IdP again only signs a commitment of the rid in the token. To provide RP authentication, we introduce (epoch-based) credentials containing the IdP’s signature on the RP’s rid and some epoch ep. When a user wishes to authenticate to an RP, the user creates a commitment for rid and asks the RP to prove that it owns a credential for that identity in the applicable epoch. The user andRP both know the opening to the commitment, allowing the user to check that the RP’s identity is indeed correct. However, the IdP will only receive a zero-knowledge proof for the committed identity and corresponding credential, i.e., it can verify that a registered RP is requesting the authentication but not which. Still, by signing the commitment, the IdP’s signature is bound to the explicit rid again. We formally prove that achieves all security and privacy properties under standard assumptions.

Implementation and comparison. We further provide an implementation of and compare its efficiency with the two existing protocols, and . Our implementation instantiates the scheme with PS signatures [38] for the epoch-based credentials and combines them with Pedersen commitments [37]. Our performance evaluation of on two reference devices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protocol</th>
<th>RP Acc.</th>
<th>RP Sess. Bin.</th>
<th>RP Hiding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AIF$_{SIG}$</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIF$_{COM}$</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIF$_{ZKP}$</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Comparison of (partially) satisfied security properties of $\text{AIF}_{\text{SIG}}$ – Implicit Flow; $\text{AIF}_{\text{COM}}$ – POIDC [24], and our $\text{AIF}_{\text{ZKP}}$ protocol. See Section 5 for a security analysis and Section 6 for a performance evaluation of all schemes.

for the different parties shows that it takes 9 milliseconds (ms) to create an RP authentication request and only 19ms for the IdP to verify it. The corresponding token finalization on the user device takes at most 9ms.

1.2 Other Related Work

Enhancing privacy in SSO has been a lively research area, either aiming to conceal the user’s access patterns from the IdP or hiding user information from corrupt RPs. These efforts crucially rely on a privacy-preserving communication pattern, such as the Implicit Flow. However, none of these proposals detail how their novel protocols would be incorporated into SSO or address the RP authentication aspect. Nonetheless, we provide a brief overview of all (somewhat) related works for completeness and to motivate our pursuit to rescue the Implicit Flow.

The SPRESSO [19] system, inspired by Mozilla’s discontinued service BrowserID [34], provides a new SSO-like protocol where the IdP does not learn the RP’s identity during an authentication session and also separates the communication between the RP and IdP, similar to the Implicit Flow. However, SPRESSO developed an entirely new protocol, whereas our goal is to be as OIDC-compliant as possible. Furthermore, a dedicated design choice of SPRESSO was to be an open system, in the sense that the user can authenticate to any RP without requiring any previous registration of the RP with the IdP. This contrasts our work, which requires RP registration (as demanded by OIDC) and focuses on privacy-preserving RP authentication.

PRIMA [2] and EL PASSO [42] propose user-centric SSO variants that combine classic SSO with (privacy-preserving) attribute-based credentials. In both protocols, the IdP issues short-term credentials to the user, which the user can independently show to RPs. This clearly provides the desired RP Hiding (as the IdP is no longer involved in the actual RP-specific authentication) but also makes any RP authentication impossible. That is, the IdP cannot limit its services to registered RPs. Moreover, both are entirely new protocols and rather SSO hybrids but incompatible with the current OIDC communication setting.

PseudoID [15] focuses on hiding the user’s unique identity (and attributes) from the RP by having users obtain the IdP’s signature on a blinded pseudonym and authenticate to an RP with the unblinded token. Neither RP authentication nor any binding of the RP’s identity in an IdP’s token has been considered in this work, i.e., it tackles an orthogonal aspect of privacy than our work, but also relies on an SSO setting that does not require direct interaction between the IdP and RP.

Other recent SSO security improvements utilize distributed IdP roles, with protocols like PASTA [1] and PESTO [5] ensuring unforgeable tokens and secure user passwords as long as not all IdPs
are corrupted. These protocols do not address privacy concerns but also require the Implicit Flow to function: the user-centric message flow is needed as the user must interact with multiple IdPs and combine their contributions into a standard authentication token to be sent to the RP.

In conclusion, the only truly related works to our work on privacy-preserving RP authentication are the actual Implicit Flow with additional RP authentication as enabled in the OIDC specification [41] and the POIDC protocol by Hammann et al. [24]. For both, we provide an in-depth analysis: Section 5 formally analyzes their security and privacy properties in our model, and Section 6 compares the efficiency of our new protocol with both previous approaches.

2 BACKGROUND & BUILDING BLOCKS

In the first part of this section, we provide an overview of OIDC, focusing on RP registration and authentication. We discuss the token structure, its authentication protocols, and how RP authentication is handled in each variant. We then assess the native realization of RP Accountability, RP Session Binding, and RP Hiding in each protocol. In the second part, we present the necessary cryptographic building blocks needed in the studied protocols.

2.1 RP Authentication in OIDC

To enable RP authentication, eligible parties must first register with the IdP. The RP registration ensures that all protocol configurations and RP-related information (name, legal information, picture) are stored with the IdP. This information is then linked to the unique RP identifier rid. In the subsequent protocol, an RP must always provide rid to enable the IdP to look up the stored information, which is then, for example, used for the user consent dialog.

One aspect of the RP’s configuration is its authentication method. In contrast to OAuth, which only specifies symmetric keys for RP authentication, OIDC specifies standard signatures for this purpose [40]. With that, an RP registers its signature public key rpk with the IdP and provides a signature in its authentication request authrp, which is generated with its private key rsk.

Once the requested RP and the user have authenticated to the IdP, a token is issued by the IdP to authenticate the user to the RP. Before delving into the various RP authentication protocols, we will briefly overview the exchanged token structure.

Identity token. The token that authenticates a user to an RP is a signed and short-lived JSON Web Token (JWT) [28], called an identity token. We denote this token by τaut, which is the IdP’s signature on the tuple (rid, uid, n, ctx) for a user uid, nonce n, and context ctx, holding a timestamp and requested user information. This signature results from a standard signature scheme and can be verified using the IdP’s public key ipk. The successful signature verification authenticates a user to the RP rid.

RP authentication protocols. OIDC extends three OAuth protocols: the Implicit Flow (IF), Authorization Code Flow (ACF), and Hybrid Flow (HF). The latter is a seamless fusion of the IF and ACF, enabling an RP to directly obtain an identity token and request an additional token later. Figure 2 illustrates the two main flows, IF and ACF.

The IF is designed for RPs that cannot store credentials, resulting in authrp being empty and an identity token being directly issued via the front-channel, referring to communication through the user. Conversely, in the ACF, RPs are assumed to safeguard their credentials. Thus, they can authenticate their initial request with authrp using standard signatures. This flow then grants a temporary authorization code τaut that is later exchanged for an identity token over the back-channel, referring to direct communication between the RP and IdP, with the RP authenticating to the IdP. By combining both flows, the HF enables using the IF in conjunction with RP authentication via standard signatures. We will leverage this as the basis for our AIF SIG construction.

Note that we simplify the protocol description in two ways. Firstly, we omit redirection information passed between the RP and IdP in steps (2)-(3) and (7)-(8). We elaborate on this in Section 6.2. Secondly, we do not introduce OAuth access token that allow RPs to query further user information, as this conflicts with our privacy objectives and sole focus on authentication via OIDC.

Security and privacy of native OIDC. We now examine the security and privacy properties achieved by the IF and ACF in relation to RP authentication. Our primary objectives are to ensure that the IdP can verify that a valid RP initiated the authentication request (RP Accountability), that an identity token is bound to the session of an authorized RP (RP Session Binding), and that the IdP does not learn the requested RP’s rid (RP Hiding).

RP Accountability: The IF does not provide any RP authentication, while ACF ensures accountability as an RP authenticates with the IdP during the initial request or token exchange.

RP Session Binding: In all flows, the signed identity token includes the RP’s rid, the user uid, a nonce n, additional user context, and operational information. The IdP’s signature on these values ensures its binding — particularly to the rid. The fact that the IdP always receives the (authenticated) rid allows for verifying that the RP is registered. But due to the absence of any RP authentication in the IF, RP Session Binding only holds if all users and all RPs are honest, i.e., the IdP can rely on the correctness of the provided rid.

RP Hiding: None of the flows provide a mechanism for hiding the RP identity from the IdP. The users’ access patterns become evident to the IdP by simply recording the rid that all protocols provide in their initial request.

In conclusion, the Implicit Flow offers a privacy advantage as all messages are proxied through the user, which prevents direct communication between the RP and IdP, limiting the amount of information disclosed to the IdP. Throughout the rest of this paper, we will leverage this variant and present a scheme that meets all three security properties.

2.2 Building Blocks

This section introduces the building blocks necessary for all considered constructions. Let κ ∈ N denote the security parameter. We use ⊥ to indicate a failure, and an empty string is denoted by ε.

Commitment scheme. We denote COM := (Commit, Open) as a commitment scheme as with message space SCom. Let (o, c) ← Commit(m) denote a commitment c and opener o to message m ∈
The algorithm Open \((m, c, o)\) returns 1 if the commitment is valid and 0 otherwise. We require COM to be hiding and binding.

A simple instantiation of commitments is \(c \leftarrow H(o, m)\), where \(H\) is a hash function (modelled as random oracle) and \(o\) a random string. Such an instantiation will be sufficient for POIDC, resembled as construction AIF\textsubscript{COM}. Our new protocol AIF\textsubscript{ZKP} requires a commitment scheme with an algebraic structure, for which we will use Pedersen commitments [37].

**Zero-knowledge proofs.** We denote generic non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge of a witness \(w\), such that the statement \(s(w)\) is true, as \(\pi \leftarrow \text{NIZK}(\{w\} : s(w))\{\text{ctx}\}\), where the proof \(\pi\) is immutably bound to some context ctx. We require these proofs to be zero-knowledge and simulation-sound extractable [23]. The latter states that even after the adversary has seen simulated proofs on arbitrary statements in a security experiment, if it constructs a new valid proof on any statement, then the environment of the adversary can extract the proof witness using extractor Ext. Due to the zero-knowledge property, there exists a simulator Sim that can be used to create verifiable NIZKs without knowing their witness.

For concrete DL-based realizations of NIZKs, i.e., generalized Schnorr-signature proofs [12], we will use the Fiat-Shamir heuristic [20] to make them non-interactive, where ctx is included in the challenge hash. These proofs are well-known to satisfy the required properties of zero-knowledge and simulation-sound extractability in the random oracle model.

**Standard signature scheme.** A standard signature scheme is defined as SIG \(= (\text{KGen}, \text{Sign}, \text{Vf})\) consisting of the key generation algorithm \((sk, pk) \leftarrow \text{KGen}(1^*)\), signing algorithm \(\sigma \leftarrow \text{Sign}(sk, m)\) for messages \(m \in S_{\text{Sig}}\), and verification algorithm \(0/1 \leftarrow \text{Vf}(pk, m, \sigma)\). We will need SIG to satisfy the standard Existential Unforgeability under Chosen Message Attack (EUF-CMA) security, the definition is given in App. A. In our instantiation, we will use RSA signatures for compatibility with existing standards.

**Multi-message signature scheme.** This variant MMS \(= (\text{Setup}, \text{KGen}, \text{Sign}, \text{Vf})\) extends standard signatures to sign a message vector \(\vec{m} := (m_0, \ldots, m_L) \in S_{\text{MMS}}\) at once. It consists of Setup\((1^*)\) that outputs the public parameter \(pp\). The key generation algorithm \(\text{KGen}(pp, \ell)\) takes \(pp\), the message vector dimension \(\ell\), and returns the key pair \((sk, pk)\). \(\text{Sign}(sk, \vec{m})\) now creates the signature \(\sigma\) on the message vector \(\vec{m}\), and \(0/1 \leftarrow \text{Vf}(pk, \vec{m}, \sigma)\) verifies it.

We need MMS to satisfy the MMS-EUF-CMA security definition which is a straightforward extension of the standard unforgeability: the adversary wins if it forges a valid signature \(\sigma^*\) on a fresh \(\vec{m}\), which was not queried to the Sign-oracle before. For completeness, the definition is given in App. A. We also require that MMS supports the creation of efficient NIZKs (defined next) that prove a valid signature \(\sigma\) on \(\vec{m} := (m_0, m_1)\) w.r.t. pk while revealing only \(m_1\) and not revealing any information about the signature \(\sigma\) or message \(m_0\) : NIZK\((\{\sigma, m_0\} : \text{Vf}(pk, (m_0, m_1), \sigma) = 1\)\(\{m_1\}\).

Multi-message signatures with committed identities. We will combine multi-message signatures with commitments in our new construction AIF\textsubscript{ZKP}. For that, we extend the previous notation and denote a NIZK that proves knowledge of a signature \(\sigma \leftarrow \text{Sign}(sk, \vec{m})\) on message vector \(\vec{m} := (m_0, m_1)\) and an opener \(o\) for commitment \((o, c) \leftarrow \text{Commit}(m_0)\) with

\[
\text{NIZK}(\{\sigma, m_0, o\} : \text{Vf}(pk, (m_0, m_1), \sigma) = \text{Open}(m_0, c, o) = 1)\{m_1, c\}
\]

which proves knowledge of a signature \(\sigma\) on \(\vec{m}\) under \(pk\) and an opener \(o\) that successfully opens the commitment \(c\) to the signed message \(m_0\). The proof thereby only reveals message \(m_1\) and the commitment \(c\).

The underlying idea is similar to anonymous credentials and group signatures [6, 7, 14, 16], which also follow the sign-and-encrypt-and-prove paradigm where users authenticate by proving knowledge of a membership credential. While the core idea is the same, there is a subtle but crucial difference: we require the authentication or rather verification to be available “in parallel” in two types. Anyone who only knows the proof and commitment can verify that a valid group member created the signature. If a verifier additionally receives the opening, it also learns the identity of the signer. None of the existing group signatures or anonymous credentials support this feature out of the box, i.e., we could not use them as a building block but instead built this tailored variant from scratch.

In our instantiation, we will use PS signatures [38] for the MMS scheme, which supports all required features.
3 AUTHENTICATED IMPLICIT FLOW

This section formally defines our proposal for an Authenticated Implicit Flow scheme AIF that supports privacy-preserving RP authentication towards the IdP. That is, even without learning the identity of the RP, the IdP can ensure that the user authenticates to a valid RP while still being able to bind the RP’s identity to the issued token.

A scheme enabling fully blind RP authentication cannot achieve RP Accountability if a single RP is corrupt, unless revocation is also used. We opted for a renewal-based approach to model such revocation, which we motivate first. We then outline our scheme’s general procedures and formalize the security and privacy properties.

RP revocation via short-lived credentials. We want to define and realize meaningful security properties for RP authentication, including the possibility of corrupt RPs. In a fully privacy-preserving scheme where RP authentication happens blindly, a single corrupt RP can undermine the desired accountability — unless revocation is used. Therefore, we need to include such revocation in our model. To be compatible with blind authentication would require privacy-preserving revocation in any concrete instantiation. Such solutions exist [4, 8, 13, 35] but would incur significant efficiency penalties for every (privacy-preserving) scheme. While acceptable from an academic perspective, our goal is to provide a viable solution for real-world deployment.

We thus opt to model revocation by making the credentials the RPs receive short-lived and requiring them to be updated regularly. We phrase this with epoch-based credentials and a dedicated renewal process in our syntax, following previous works [10, 11, 29]. While this makes the syntax and model more complex — we need to define and capture this renewal process and epochs now — this later allows for very simple and highly efficient realizations.

Roughly, the idea for using epoch-based credentials for revocation is as follows: The membership credentials, determining which RP is allowed to use the IdP’s service, are now bound to an epoch and need to be renewed for every new epoch. The benefit of this renewal process is that it is independent of a concrete user session, i.e., there is no need for privacy here. The IdP learns the RP’s rid in every renewal request and can determine whether this RP is eligible for a new credential. In concrete deployment, the IdP will maintain a black- or whitelist of rid’s to determine which RPs are allowed to use its service, e.g., depending on their paid membership status or reports of misbehavior.

The revocation occurs as every RP authentication in a concrete user session must provide proof of a valid credential for the current epoch. That is, if an RP rid is recognized as malicious in some epoch and supposed to get revoked, the IdP will not issue the RP a new credential in ep+1 (or any subsequent epoch), and thus this RP loses the capability to perform such proofs. It is desirable to make the epochs relatively short for effective revocation, e.g., require updates daily or weekly. Given that renewal does not require privacy, the instantiations are very efficient and thus can easily be performed in high frequency.

3.1 System Overview

In our AIF system, the IdP is the central entity to issue identity tokens of user uid towards several RPs. For setup, the IdP runs SetupIdP to generate a key pair ((isk, M), ipk) from the public parameters pp. All entities in the system receive ipk, and the tokens issued by the IdP will get verified against that public key. M denotes the state in which the issuer maintains the RP memberships. The procedures that are required to enable our security and privacy goals can be described along the following four phases, which are illustrated in Figure 3. In the following, we give a high-level intuition of these phases and present the detailed syntax in Section 3.2.

(1) Registration. Before an IdP can issue an identity token for an RP, the RP must first register via the (Join, Reg) protocol. In this process, an RP generates a key pair (rsk, rpk) and provides the IdP with the public key rpk along with its identity rid. The IdP then stores (rid, rpk) in the member state M.

(2) Credential issuance and renewal. After registration, the RP must receive an authentication credential cred for each epoch ep from the IdP. This issuance is handled via the (CredReq, CredIss) protocol. The authentication is based on the RP keys generated at registration. We stress that there is no privacy need in this procedure, and the IdP learns (and must learn) the RP’s identity rid in this phase. To distinguish different sessions and ensure freshness in each session, the protocol also gets a session identifier sid as input.

(3) Authentication. To authenticate to an RP, the user with uid executes Alinit with the corresponding rid, receiving (pubU, priU) from the IdP. The user sends these values and its uid to the RP, which creates authgp for pubU and cred to authenticate as the legitimate RP in epoch ep. To ensure freshness, the RP provides a unique session nonce n, assumed to be globally unique. The user forwards the authentication request to the IdP.

When the IdP receives a request from a user uid for a session with nonce n and for an RP implicitly authenticated via (pubU, authgp), it runs the algorithm AResIdP leading either to a token τ or ⊥ if the RP authentication fails. The token may include additional information like timestamps and user attributes, denoted as ctx. We assume a out-of-band authentication between the user and IdP so that AResIdP is only run for verified uid.

Note that AResIdP does not receive rid as an explicit input, which is necessary for achieving RP Hiding. However, rid is implicitly contained in pubU, authenticated through authgp. To verify the final token for a specific rid, we transform the token τ from the
An Authenticated Implicit Flow \textit{AIF} is defined as a tuple of seven algorithms and two (possibly) interactive protocols \textit{AIF} \equiv (\text{Setup}, \text{SetupIdP}, (\text{Join}, \text{Reg}), (\text{CredReq}, \text{CredIss}), \text{Alnit}, \text{AReqRP}, \text{AResIdP}, \text{AFin}, \text{Vf}):

\begin{align*}
\text{Setup}(1^\kappa) &\rightarrow pp : \text{takes the security parameter } \kappa \in \mathbb{N} \text{ and outputs the public parameters } pp, \text{ which are the implicit input for all other algorithms.} \\
\text{SetupIdP}(pp) &\rightarrow (\{\text{isk}, M\}, \text{ipk}) : \text{Returns the IdP's keys, isk is the secret key, } M \text{ the membership state, and ipk the public key.} \\
(\text{Join}(\text{ipk, rid}, \text{Reg}(\text{rid, M}))) &\rightarrow (\{(\text{rsk, rpk}), M'\}, \perp) : \text{The RP with rid executes the interactive protocol to register with the IdP with ipk. Upon success, the RP obtains its key pair (rsk, rpk), and the IdP outputs an updated member state } M'. \text{ It returns } \perp \text{ to indicate a failure.} \\
(\text{CredReq}(\text{ipk, rid, rsk, sid, ep}), \text{CredIss}(\text{rid, isk, M, sid, ep})) &\rightarrow \{(\text{cred, M'}), \perp\} : \text{The RP rid runs the interactive protocol with the IdP with (isk, ipk) and a session nonce sid, unique for each credential issuance. Upon success, the RP obtains its credential cred issued for epoch ep, and the IdP outputs its updated member state } M'. \text{ If the RP is not a valid member, it outputs } \perp. \\
\text{Alnit}(\text{ipk, rid}) &\rightarrow (\text{priuy, pubuy}) : \text{Run by the user, returns the public pubuy and private priuy user output to initialize a token request at rid to IdP with ipk.} \\
\text{AReqRP}(\text{ipk, rid, cred, uid, pubuy, priuy, n, ep}) &\rightarrow \text{authyp} : \text{Run by the RP, creates an authentication request authyp, requesting a token in epoch ep from the IdP with ipk for user uid and the public pubuy and private priuy user output, using its credential cred and a nonce n.} \\
\text{AResIdP}(\text{isk, M, uid, ctxx, authyp, pubuy, priuy, n, ep}) &\rightarrow \{(r, \perp) : \text{Run by the IdP, generates a token r for user uid, nonce n, context ctxx, epoch ep, and public user output pubuy. The IdP can use authyp and its member state M to verify whether the request is intended for a valid RP in epoch ep. If this verification fails, it returns } \perp. \\
\text{AFin}(\text{ipk, rid, uid, ctxx, pubuy, priuy, n, ep, r}) &\rightarrow (\tau_{id}, \perp) : \text{Run by the user, takes the rid and uid, context ctxx, nonce n, public pubuy and private priuy user output, epoch ep, and the token r. It outputs a final identity token } \tau_{id} \text{ or } \perp, \text{ indicating that the inputs were not valid.} \\
\text{Vf}(\text{ipk, (rid, uid, ctxx, n, ep), } \tau_{id}) &\rightarrow 0/1 : \text{Returns 1 if } \tau_{id} \text{ is valid w.r.t. ipk for the given rid, uid, ctxx, n, ep, or 0 otherwise.} \\
\end{align*}

For a better overview, Figure 4 summarizes all previously introduced abbreviations. Note that we denote the set of nonces as \( \mathbb{Z} \) and the set of epochs as \( T \). The correctness of our scheme, utilizing this notation, is given in App. B.

**Figure 4: Grouped abbreviation overview.**

### 4 SECURITY MODEL

This section formally defines the security and privacy properties expected from an AIF system, excluding user authentication from our model and focusing solely on RP authentication. In summary, we aim to ensure the following properties:

- **RP Accountability:** An IdP can ensure that a valid RP initiates an authentication request. AResIdP returns \( \perp \) if the request does not originate from an RP that is properly registered (in the epoch of the request).

- **RP Session Binding:** Even though the IdP should not learn the RP's identity \( rid \) when responding to its authentication request, the finalized identity token \( \tau_{id} \) must be bound to the session in which it was requested. In particular, this session includes the RP's \( rid \) authorized to make the request in epoch \( ep \).

- **RP Hiding:** Despite being able to verify that an RP authentication request is intended for a valid RP, the IdP when performing AResIdP, learns nothing about the RP identity \( rid \).

#### 4.1 Oracles

We now formalize the desired security properties in a game-based manner, where an adversary \( \mathcal{A} \) runs an experiment with a challenger. The challenger is in charge of all honest entities and maintains their private states, provided in Figure 5. The adversary can interact with honest entities through the oracles, defined in Figure 6 and summarized below. All sets are initialized with \( \emptyset \) and variables with 1 when starting the game. We assume the session nonce \( sid \) an RP uses to re-authenticate to the IdP to be globally unique.

**Register with an honest IdP.** The following oracles model an adversary’s ability to register honest and corrupt RPs with an honest IdP. They will be available in the authentication-related properties expressed by RP Accountability and Session Binding.

- **Join-Reg:** Registers an honest RP by running (Join, Reg), storing rsk in HRID[rsk], and returning rpk. It allows \( \mathcal{A} \) to initialize honest RPs and later request their authentication sessions.

- **Reg:** Registers a corrupt RP by running Join with \( \mathcal{A} \), storing rid in CRID. It models an active attack on the registration with the honest IdP, allowing \( \mathcal{A} \) (as corrupt RP) to fully deviate from the protocol and control all of the RP's secret state.

**CredReq-CredIss:** Issues a credential cred for an honest rid in the current epoch cep. It picks a session nonce sid, runs (CredReq, CredIss) for rid, and stores cred in HRID[rid, cep]. This oracle allows \( \mathcal{A} \) to steer the behavior of honest RPs and keep them active in progressing epochs. \( \mathcal{A} \) does not know any of the RPs secret states unless it corrupts them via the CrptRP oracle.
Crediss: Issues a credential cred in the current epoch cep for a corrupt RP. It picks a session nonce sid and runs Crediss with the adversary, who is free to deviate from the protocol and fully controls the RP. If RP is properly registered, it puts rid in CRID[cep]. This will mark corresponding epochs and authentications therein as trivial. Note that the oracle does not add rid to CRID[cep] if the corrupt rid was not registered or the credential issuance failed. This oracle models that an illegitimate acquisition of credentials through the renewal process is a valid attack strategy in our authentication-related security games.

Register with a corrupt IdP. The following oracles model the adversary’s ability – in the role of a corrupt IdP – to register honest RPs and keep them active in progressing epochs. These oracles are only available in our privacy-related RP Hiding game. The adversary fully controls the IdP here and can arbitrarily deviate from its protocol.

Join: Registers an honest RP by running the RP’s part of the Join protocol with A. It stores rsk in HRID[rid] and returns rpk. This will mark corresponding epochs and authentications therein as trivial. Note that the oracle does not add rid to CRID[cep] if the corrupt rid was not registered or the credential issuance failed. This oracle models that an illegitimate acquisition of credentials through the renewal process is a valid attack strategy in our authentication-related security games.

CredReq: Requests a credential cred for an honest RP in epoch cep. It runs the honest CredReq protocol with A and upon success stores cred in HRID[rid, cep].

Authentication with an honest party. The subsequent oracles model the adversary’s ability to engage with an honest party for an authentication session. The first two oracles model A’s interaction with an honest user or honest RP (possibly towards a corrupt IdP). The latter two allow the adversary to engage with an honest IdP.

Alnit: Initializes the authentication protocol for an honest user towards a (possibly corrupt) RP. It generates and returns (ses, pubU, privU) and internally stores a session record SES[ses]. This session can later be finalized through the AResIdP-AFin oracle.

AReqRP: Returns an honest RP’s authentication request authRP for adversarially provided user input, which it stores in REQ.

AResIdP: Returns the IdP’s token τ for adversarial input. It models that an honest IdP will react to any authentication request. The input can be fully adversarially generated or fully/partially stem from the oracles above. For RP Session Binding, this oracle is only available for corrupt users.

AResIdP-AFin: Generates a token τ for an adversarial authRP, which an honest user finalizes to τid. This oracle completes the session SES[ses] initiated by the adversary through the Alnit oracle and returns τid. The oracle is only available in RP Session Binding, prioritizing security from the perspective of honest users. It models the interaction between an honest user and an honest IdP, ensuring that A cannot intercept or modify exchanged messages. However, A can influence the token through the adversarial RP authentication input.

Corruption of RPs and epochs. The last two oracles allow the adversary to corrupt initially honest RPs adaptively and move epochs.

CrptRP: Exposes the secret key rsk and the credential cred of the current epoch cep of an honest RP. It removes rid from HRID and marks it as corrupt in cep by adding rid to CRID[cep].

SetEP: Allows A to increase the current epoch cep, which is then used by all honest entities. If A updates the epoch, it must also renew the credentials (via the appropriate oracles) of all RPs that should remain authenticated in that new epoch.

### 4.2 RP Accountability

This property captures the security guarantees that an honest IdP has in the presence of corrupt RPs and corrupt users. Despite the IdP now performing its part of the authentication blindly – when it comes to the RP’s identity – we still want to ensure that the IdP only returns a token τ ≠ ⊥ when the request stems from an RP that is properly authenticated. Recall that legitimation of RPs happens in two stages: they first need to register with the IdP and then obtain a credential for each new epoch. Thus, “properly authenticated” means that if an honest IdP receives a request (authgp, pubU) for a session (uid, n, ctx, ep), where AResIdP does not output ⊥, this request must originate from an RP that has been registered and owns a valid credential for epoch ep.

While formal security properties guarantee the absence of any successful attack in a pre-defined model, it might also be helpful to look at concrete attacks that are captured:

- An attacker (posing as corrupt RP and/or user) cannot re-use the authentication request created by an honest RP in any context other than what the honest RP wanted.
- A corrupt RP, being registered and having valid credentials for (some) epochs E but not for ep ∉ E, cannot re-use any of its old authentication credentials to create a valid session in epoch ep.

We translate this intuition into a unforgeability-type of game, where the adversary — after interacting with a number of honest RPs and the honest IdP — wins if it can output a forgery (uid, ctx*, pub*) such that (1) the honest IdP “accepts” the RP authentication, i.e., AResIdP for ipk does not output ⊥, and (2) the forgery is not trivial.

Non-trivial means that no honest RP created a request for such a session, and no corrupt RP has a valid credential for the current epoch cep. Note that the latter is unavoidable in our privacy-preserving setting: the rid of the requested RP should be entirely hidden from the IdP, and authentication merely requires a valid proof of membership – which an adversary with a credential for that epoch can trivially do. (However, we are able to define stronger security for corrupt RPs through the next RP Session Binding property, as this relates to the final token that contains the RP’s identity again.)

The RP Accountability game considers both honest and corrupt RPs (with the restriction just mentioned) as follows: An adversary can register honest RPs through O.Join-Reg, let them retrieve credentials via O.CredReq-Crediss, make them issue authentication requests through the O.AReqRP oracle, and receive tokens from the IdP via the O.AResIdP oracle. It can also use O.CrptRP to corrupt honest RPs, manipulate the current epoch with O.SetEP, register
### 4.3 RP Session Binding

This property again considers security in a setting where the IdP is honest, but RPs are corrupt and aim to exploit the blind authentication to trick the IdP (and honest user) into wrongly authenticating for an unintended or even invalid RP. Whereas RP Accountability expressed the security guarantees for the RP’s authentication authgo towards the IdP, this notion is now for the final token $\tau_d$ and from the perspective of an honest user (and honest IdP).

This different perspective allows us to provide stronger security and complement RP Accountability. As users are aware of the RP they want to authenticate to and, in particular, generate the finalized “unblinded” token $\tau_d$, we can use that knowledge to express the exact context for which an authentication token was generated. We then require that each token $\tau_d$ is immutably bound to the same session intended for by the honest user, particularly to the $\text{id}$ of the designated — and legitimately authenticated — RP. This captures the following attacks, noting that security in our model guarantees the absence of any attack:

- An honest user wants to authenticate to a corrupt RP $\text{id}_1$, which does not own the necessary credentials (either at all or in the current epoch) but tries to collude with another corrupt RP $\text{id}_2$ that has the required credentials and wants to share them. It must be infeasible for $\text{id}_1$ and $\text{id}_2$ to get the IdP to issue a token for $\text{id}_1$. This prevents credential pooling, which is particularly important when an IdP wants to offer its authentication as a paid service for RPs: blind authentication should not enable to bypass registration and allow a corrupt RP to operate as a proxy to other (corrupt) RPs.
- An honest user intends to authenticate to a corrupt RP $\text{id}_1$, which possesses the required credentials but plans to misuse the issued token $\tau_d$ to impersonate the user with another RP $\text{id}_2$. This scenario can be seen as a phishing attack, which must be prevented, despite the IdP not learning the RP’s identity to which it binds its token.

Both attacks exploit that a corrupt RP has valid credentials for the epoch of the forgery, which was not allowed in the RP Accountability game. In fact, here we assume all RPs to be corrupt.

#### Table: Summary of experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Reg}()$</td>
<td>RP Accountability — Honest IdP, honest RP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{CredIss}()$</td>
<td>RP Accountability, RP Session Binding — Honest IdP, honest RP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{CredReq}()$</td>
<td>RP Accountability — Honest IdP, honest RP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Credss}()$</td>
<td>RP Accountability — Honest IdP, honest RP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{AInit}()$</td>
<td>RP Authenticity, RP Session Binding — Honest IdP, honest RP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{APin}()$</td>
<td>RP Authenticity, RP Session Binding — Honest IdP, honest RP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{AReqRP}()$</td>
<td>RP Authenticity, RP Session Binding — Honest IdP, honest RP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{AResRP}()$</td>
<td>RP Authenticity, RP Session Binding — Honest IdP, honest RP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 6:** Oracles for RP Accountability, RP Session Binding, and RP Hiding provided to adversaries in the experiments of Figure 7.
Experiment Exp\textsubscript{\text{RPAccountability}}(\kappa):

\text{pp} \leftarrow \text{Setup}(\kappa\star); ((\text{isK}, \text{mp}), \text{ipK}) \leftarrow \text{SetupIdP}(\text{pp})

\forall O \in \text{\{Join-Reg, \text{Reg}, \text{CredReq-ReqCrediss}, \text{Crediss}, \text{CptRP, SetEP, AReqRP, AResIdP}\}}

\begin{align*}
\text{\langle uid, ctx', pub}, \eta', \text{authX}' \rangle \rightarrow \mathcal{A}(\text{ipk})
\end{align*}

Return 1 if

\begin{align*}
\text{AResIdP}(\text{isK, uid}, \text{ctx'}, \text{authX}', \text{pub}, \eta', \text{cep}) & \neq \perp \land \\
\langle \text{uid}, \text{pub}, \eta', \text{cep} \rangle & \notin \text{REQ} \land |\text{CRID}[\text{cep}]| = 0
\end{align*}

Experiment Exp\textsubscript{\text{RPSession Binding}}(\kappa):

\text{pp} \leftarrow \text{Setup}(\kappa\star); ((\text{isK}, \text{mp}), \text{ipK}) \leftarrow \text{SetupIdP}(\text{pp})

\forall O \in \text{\{Reg, \text{CredReq, Alnit, SetEP, AResIdP, AResIdP-AFin}\}}

\begin{align*}
\langle \text{rid}', \text{uid}, \text{ctx'}, \eta', \text{tau}' \rangle \rightarrow \mathcal{A}(\text{ipk})
\end{align*}

Return 1 if \begin{align*} V(\text{ipk}, (\text{rid}', \text{uid}, \text{ctx'}, \eta', \text{cep}), \text{tau}') = 1 \land \text{uid}' \neq \text{CUID} \land \text{rid}' \notin \text{RES} \land |\text{CRID}[\text{cep}]| = 0 
\end{align*}

Experiment Exp\textsubscript{\text{RP HIDING-1}}(\kappa):

\text{pp} \leftarrow \text{Setup}(\kappa\star); ((\text{isK}, \text{mp}), \text{ipK}) \leftarrow \text{SetupIdP}(\text{pp})

\forall O \in \text{\{Join, \text{CredReq, AReqRP}\}}

\begin{align*}
\langle \text{rid}_0, \text{rid}_1, \text{uid}, n, st \rangle \rightarrow \mathcal{A}(\text{isK, mp})
\end{align*}

For \(d \in \{0,1\} : \langle \text{rid}_0 \notin \text{HRID} \lor \text{HRID}[\text{rid}_0, \text{cep}] = e \rangle \) short

\begin{align*}
\langle \text{priv}, \text{pub}_1 \rangle \rightarrow \text{Alnit}(\text{ipk, rid}_0)
\end{align*}

\text{authX} \rightarrow \text{AReqRP}(\text{ipk, HRID}[\text{rid}_0, \text{cep}], \text{uid, pub}, \text{priv}, \text{pub}_1)

Return \(b^* \leftarrow \mathcal{A}(\text{ipk, authX, pub}) \)

Figure 7: Experiments to define our AIF security properties.

for the sake of simplicity: honest RPs cannot give the adversary any advantage in winning the game and thus are omitted. This additional power of the adversary is possible as we capture the RP Session Binding property for honest users, allowing us to express the intended sessions.

The honest user(s) are modeled via the O.Alnit oracle that lets the adversary start a session for a uid towards an adversarially controlled rid. After a session is started, the adversary can contribute the RP authentication data authX and let the honest user finalize the session by using O.AResIdP-AFin. Both oracles use common session information (that model the state an honest user keeps), referenced by a session identifier ses. This modeling of honest users allows us to keep track of the user’s intended sessions, in particular the rid, which otherwise would be blinded in all values the honest IdP receives. The adversary can, of course, also request tokens for corrupt users via the O.AResIdP oracle. However, we must ensure that the uids passed to O.AResIdP never appear in any query to O.Alnit nor O.AResIdP-AFin. This is done by keeping track of honest/corrupt users in HUID/CUID, enabling queries to the O.AResIdP oracle only for users in CUID.

Overall, security is again captured in the form of a unforgeability challenge, but here the task of the adversary is to output a valid token rid\textsuperscript{\prime} for a session (rid\textsuperscript{\prime}, uids\textsuperscript{\prime}, ctx\textsuperscript{\prime}, n\textsuperscript{\prime}, cep) that verifies under the IdP’s ipk. The forgery must be for an honest user uids\textsuperscript{\prime} and be non-trivial. Non-trivial means that the token is used in a different context than what the honest user wanted and the IdP certified (winning condition (a) in the game in Figure 7, capturing the phishing attacks described above). Another possible win strategy is to get the user and IdP to generate a token for an rid that did not have valid credentials for the epoch. This attack is captured via our game’s second winning condition (b) and reflects the credential pooling attack from above.

Definition 4.2 (RP Session Binding). An AIF scheme is RP Session Binding if for all PPT adversaries A in the experiment stated in Figure 7, \(\Pr[\text{Exp}_{\text{AIF}}(\kappa) = 1] = 0\) is negligible in \(\kappa\).

4.4 RP Hiding

The privacy guarantees provided by an AIF system, which make formalizing the two RP authentication properties challenging, are now captured in our final property that considers a corrupt IdP. This property requires that, despite the RP being properly authenticated towards the IdP, its identity rid remains hidden (secrecy). In fact, to prevent re-identification through access patterns or correlation attacks, the corrupt IdP must not even tell if a user repeatedly authenticates to the same (unknown) RP or to different ones, capturing unlinkability. This ensures that while the user wants to rely on the IdP for its authentication service, it does not want to expose its online behavior to the IdP.

This privacy guarantee is expressed in the standard indistinguishability style: the adversary knows the IdP’s secret key isk and can trigger honest RPs to register via the O.join oracle and obtain authentication requests from such registered RPs for session information (mimicking honest users) of its choice. Eventually, A outputs two identities rid\textsuperscript{\prime}, rid\textsuperscript{\prime} of honest RPs and common session information (uid, n) and receives an authentication request comprising of (auth\textsuperscript{\prime}, pub\textsuperscript{\prime}) — generated for rid\textsuperscript{\prime}, where b is a randomly chosen bit. The task of the adversary is to determine b better than by guessing.

Definition 4.3 (RP Hiding). An AIF scheme is RP Hiding if for all PPT adversaries A and for the experiment stated in Figure 7, \(\Pr[\text{Exp}_{\text{AIF}}(\kappa) = 1] = 0\) is negligible in \(\kappa\).

5 CONSTRUCTIONS & ANALYSIS

This section first analyzes the two existing approaches, represented by AIF\textsubscript{SEC} and AIF\textsubscript{COM}, and argues why neither satisfies the full set of security and privacy properties defined in the previous section. Both methods depend on standard signatures from the IdP to (partially) fulfill RP Session Binding. AIF\textsubscript{SEC} successfully attains RP Accountability and Session Binding through standard signature authentication but lacks RP Hiding. In contrast, AIF\textsubscript{COM} employs commitments to achieve RP Hiding by blindly binding the token to the RP’s identity, but it falls short of providing any form of authentication. Our new construction, AIF\textsubscript{ZKP}, fully implements our AIF model, leveraging multi-message signatures and commitments, and accomplishes all three AIF security properties.

5.1 Analysis of Existing Approaches

Our formal analysis must first translate the OIDC’s Implicit Flow [41] and POIDC [24] to our syntax and algorithms. In the body of the paper, we focus on the core ideas and refer to the detailed mapping and analysis to App. C. In particular, for the sake of accessibility, we omit the part about epoch-based membership renewal in the following discussion summary, as realizing this renewal is technically simple but adds much complexity.
AIFSIG – full accountability, but no privacy. AIFSIG, our adaption of OIDC’s Implicit Flow, utilizes standard signatures for RP authentication to model the authenticated variant of OIDC’s Implicit Flow [41], as outlined in Section 2.1. Figure 8 provides a simplified summary of this construction.

When an RP with rid registers, it creates a key pair (rsk, rpk) of a standard signature scheme, and the IdP stores the pair (rid, rpk).

To authenticate, the RP signs the corresponding session with its rsk and sends the signature, along with its rid, to the IdP. The IdP verifies the signature by looking up the corresponding rpk for rid.

If the verification is successful, the IdP generates an identity token by signing the rid, user, and session context. This protocol does not require any cryptographic operations from the user.

It is easy to see that the presence of strong signature-based RP authentication and the IdP’s signature on the verified rid guarantees both authentication-related properties, as proven in App. C.1.

**Theorem 5.1.** AIFSIG achieves RP Accountability and RP Session Binding if SIG (used by the RP and IdP) is SIG-EUF-CMA secure.

However, this construction cannot achieve RP Hiding, as each RP is identified by its rid and associated signature/public key.

AIFCOM – full privacy, but no accountability. AIFCOM represents POIDC [24] in our syntax and contains no RP registration or authentication. The simplified overview is depicted in Figure 9. The protocol uses a commitment scheme COM to hide the RP’s rid in a commitment c towards the IdP while uniquely binding the IdP’s token to rid by allowing the IdP to sign the committed value c. The user is privy to the opening of the commitment and can ensure that c contains the correct rid.

Due to the absence of any RP authentication, all the IdP learns about the RP is the commitment (but not the opening) of rid. Thus, RP Hiding follows trivially from the hiding property of COM.

AIFCOM also satisfies our notion of session-binding (if COM is binding and SIG unforgeable): the IdP’s tokens are immutably bound to the session, which encompasses the rid intended by an honest user, thus meeting the first condition (a) of RP Session Binding. However, due to the absence of any RP authentication, AIFCOM cannot satisfy the second condition (b) of the session-binding property, which guarantees that the request stems from a legitimate RP. We call this weaker notion Partial RP Session Binding and provide the simple proof of the following theorem in App. C.2.

**Theorem 5.2.** AIFCOM is partially RP Session Binding if COM is binding and SIG is SIG-EUF-CMA; and RP Hiding if COM is hiding.

The strong privacy offered by AIFCOM comes with the drawback of sacrificing RP Accountability and full RP Session Binding. During the registration phase, only the rid is stored without any associated authentication, and the IdP blindly signs arbitrary rids without verification. An immediate idea to fix this lack of authentication is to let RP register a public key of a signature scheme, similar to AIFSIG, and to let the RP sign the commitment for authentication. While this would ensure RP Accountability, it would give up any privacy again. Furthermore, this modification would not be sufficient to attain full RP Session Binding, as the committed value must be strictly bound to the RP’s identity – a feature that is not feasible with basic building blocks but is precisely what our new AIFZKP protocol achieves through the use of advanced primitives.
SetupIDP(pp) ← \(\{\text{isk, } M, \text{ipk}\}\)

\((sk, pk) \leftarrow \text{SIG.KGen}(1^*); (msk, mpk) \leftarrow \text{MMS.KGen}(pp, t = 2)\)

\(\text{Return } \{(\text{isk} = (sk, msk), M = 0), \text{ipk} = (pk, mpk)\}\)

\((\text{join}(ipk, rid), \text{Reg}(rid, M)) \rightarrow \{(\text{cred, pk}, M'), \bot\}\)

\(\text{RP : (rsk, rpk)} \leftarrow \text{SIG.KGen}(1^*); \text{Send } (rid, rpk)\)

\(\text{IdP : If } (rid \in M \land rpk \in M) \text{ return } \bot\)

\(\text{Else return } M' := M[rid] \vdash rpk\)

\(\text{RP : Return } (rsk, rpk)\)

\((\text{CredReq}(ipk, rid, rsk, sid, ep), \text{Credls}(rid, isk, M, sid, ep)) \rightarrow \{\text{cred, } M', \bot\}\)

\(\text{RP : Send } (\text{rid, ep}g) \leftarrow \text{SIG.Sign}(\text{rsk, sid})\)

\(\text{IdP : Parse } M'[\text{rid}] \leftarrow \text{rpk}; \text{isk as } (\cdot, \text{msk})\)

\(\text{If } (\text{rid} \notin M \lor \text{Vf}(\text{rpk, sid}, \sigma_{\text{fp}}) \neq 1) \text{ return } \bot\)

\(\text{Send } \sigma_{\text{idp}} := \text{MMS.Sign}(msk, (\text{rid}, ep)); \text{Return } M' := M\)

\(\text{RP : Return } \text{cred} := (\sigma_{\text{idp}}, \text{ep})\)

\(\text{AlInit}(ipk, rid) \rightarrow (\text{privy, puby})\)

\((c, o) \leftarrow \text{COM.Commit}(\text{rid}); \text{Return } (\text{puby} := c, \text{puby} := o)\)

\(\text{AReqRP}(ipk, \text{rid, cred, uid, puby, privy, n, ep}) \rightarrow \text{authp}\)

\(\text{Parse cred as } (\sigma_{\text{fp}}, \text{ep}); \text{ipk as } (\cdot, \text{mpk}); \text{puby as } c, \text{privy} as o\)

\(\text{If } (\text{ep} \neq \text{ep} \lor \text{COM.Open}(\text{rid}, o) \neq 1) \text{ abort}\)

\(\text{Else return } \text{authp} := \pi \leftarrow \text{NIZK}(\sigma_{\text{fp}, \text{rid}}, o) := \text{COM.Open}(\text{rid}, o, \Pi) \lor \text{MMS.Vf}(\text{mpk, (rid, ep)}, \sigma_{\text{mmpk}})(\text{uid, n, ep})\)

\(\text{AResIdp}(isk, M, uid, ctx, authp, puby, privy, n, ep) \rightarrow \{\text{r, } \bot\}\)

\(\text{Parse } \text{pk as } (\cdot, \text{mpk}), \text{isk as } (sk, \cdot), \text{authp as } (\pi, \text{puby} as c, \text{privy} as o)\)

\(\text{If } (\pi \neq \text{correct }\text{ctx.}(\text{mpk, c, uid, n, ep})) \text{ return } \bot\)

\(\text{Else return } \tau \leftarrow \text{SIG.Sign}(sk, (c[\text{uid}, \text{ctx}[n], \text{ep}))\)

\(\text{AFin}(ipk, \text{rid, uid, ctx, puby, privy, n, ep}, \tau) \rightarrow \{\text{tid, } \bot\}\)

\(\text{Parse } \text{pk as } (\cdot, \text{pk}, \text{puby as c, privy as o})\)

\(\text{If } (\text{SIG.Vf}(\text{pk}, (c[\text{uid, ctx}[n], \text{ep]), }\tau \neq 1 \lor \text{COM.Open}(\text{rid}, o, \Pi) \neq 1)\)

\(\text{Return } \bot \text{ else return } \text{tid} := (\tau, c, o)\)

\(\text{Vf}(ipk, \text{rid, uid, ctx, n, ep), tid} \rightarrow 0/1\)

\(\text{Parse } \text{sig as } (\cdot, \text{tid} as \tau, c, o)\)

\(\text{Return } \text{SIG.Vf}(\text{pk}, (c[\text{uid, ctx}[n], \text{ep}), \tau) = \text{COM.Open}(\text{rid}, o, \Pi) = 1\)

\[\text{Figure 10: AlfZKP - Our new construction.}\]

The scheme is initialized via \(pp \leftarrow \text{MMS.Setup}(1^*)\), returning the public parameters \(pp\) that are an implicit input to all algorithms and also contain the security parameter \(1^*\). In the concrete instantiation, this will contain the public groups and generators used by both the MMS signature and commitment scheme.

We now state and sketch the achieved security guarantees of our construction and refer for the full proofs to App. D.

**Theorem 5.3.** AlfZKP achieves RP Accountability if SIG (used by the RP) is SIG-EUF-CMA, MMS is MMS-EUF-CMA secure, and the NIZK is zero-knowledge as well as simulation-sound extractable.

**Proof Sketch.** The adversary wins the accountability game if it outputs an authentication request \(\text{authp}\) for a fresh tuple \((\text{uid}', n', \text{puby}', \text{cep})\) that is accepted by the IdP, while there are no corrupt RPs with a credential in epoch cep. In this construction, the authentication request \(\text{authp} := \pi \in \text{NIZK proving knowledge of a credential }\text{cred} := (\sigma_{\text{dp}}, \text{cep})\), where the signature \(\sigma_{\text{dp}}\) of such a credential is an IdP’s MMS signature on \((\text{rid}, \text{cep})\).

There are two attack strategies for the adversary, which we both prove to be impossible based on the made assumption: First, \(\mathcal{A}\) obtained a valid credential for cep by impersonating an honest RP rid towards the IdP during credential renewal. As the renewal requires \(\mathcal{A}\) to authenticate via the honest RP’s previously registered public key and standard signature for a fresh nonce, this is impossible based on the unforgeability of the underlying signature scheme SIG.

The second strategy is that the adversary, without having obtained a valid MMS credential from IdP, manages to produce a convincing NIZK proof of such a credential. However, this either requires to forge the NIZK statement (which we assume to be infeasible) or forge the underlying MMS, which contradicts its unforgeability.

\[\square\]

Note that Theorem 5.3 is independent of the binding property of COM. Therefore, an adversary who breaks the binding property and produces a commitment that opens to a different rid’ would still satisfy RP Accountability. However, such an adversary cannot satisfy RP Session Binding, which captures such stronger security for the final token.

**Theorem 5.4.** AlfZKP is RP Session Binding if SIG (used by the IdP) is SIG-EUF-CMA secure, COM is binding, MMS is MMS-EUF-CMA secure, and the NIZK is special sound.

**Proof Sketch.** An adversary who succeeds in the RP Session Binding experiment outputs a finalized token \(\text{tid}''\) that is valid for an honest user session \((\text{rid}'', \text{uid}'', \text{ctx}'', n'', \text{cep})\). This session either has (a) to be fresh, i.e., it was never queried to O.AResIdp-AFin, or (b) this session was intended by an honest user, but then rid’ must belong to some RP that does not own a credential in epoch cep. Recall that the finalized token \(\text{tid}'' := (\tau, c, o)\) must contain an IdP’s SIG signature \(\sigma\) on \((\text{cid}'', \text{ctx}'', n'', \text{cep})\) and a correct opening \(o\) for the commitment \(c\) to rid’.

There are two cases in which \(\mathcal{A}\) can win under condition (a): either the “public” session part \((\text{uid}'', \text{ctx}'', n'', \text{cep})\) is fresh and \(\mathcal{A}\) forges an IdP’s signature, or that session part is not fresh, which in turn means that \(\text{tid}''\) must be different than in the honest query to the O.AInit oracle, which breaks the binding property of COM.

To succeed under the second winning condition (b), i.e., the honest user session existed, but rid’ did not belong to an RP with a credential for epoch cep. \(\mathcal{A}\) must have either forged the NIZK proof or forged the MMS credential.

\[\square\]

**Theorem 5.5.** AlfZKP is RP Hiding if COM is hiding and the NIZK is zero-knowledge.

**Proof Sketch.** The authentication request \(\text{authp} := \pi\) proves knowledge of a signature on the committed identity rid_k in a commitment c. RP Hiding follows from the zero-knowledge property of \(\pi\) and the hiding property of COM since \(\mathcal{A}\) never learns \(o_h\).

\[\square\]

6 Efficiency & Discussion

This section details the implementation of our AlfZKP protocol and compares its efficiency with the two existing protocols. We conclude with a discussion of some deployment challenges when using a privacy-preserving Alf protocol such as AlfZKP or AlfCOM.

### 6.1 Implementation

We provide a JavaScript (JS) implementation of our AlfZKP scheme on GitHub [22]. For cryptographic operations, we rely on the MCL library [33] that we used to implement COM, MMS, and the NIZK.
Cryptographic instantiations. For SIG, we used a standard implementation of RSA [21] with 2048 bit to conform to current industry standards. For MMS, we implemented PS signatures [38] and Pedersen commitments [37] for COM. App. E details the concrete NIZK instantiation of the signatures with committed messages, favoring exponentiations in $\mathbb{G}_1$ and $\mathbb{G}_2$ to minimize the number of pairings for efficiency. As an elliptic curve, we used BLS12 − 381 [9], which provides $\kappa := 128$ bit security. Thus, the public parameters $pp$ encompass the bilinear group description $(p, \mathbb{G}_1, \mathbb{G}_2, \mathbb{G}_T, g_1, g_2, e)$, also detailed in App. E, and the fixed generators $(g,h) \in \mathbb{G}_1^2$.

Performance evaluation. We seek to examine the overhead of all the repetitive operations involved in authenticating a user to an RP via the IdP. To this end, we exclude the protocol setup and RP registration (Setup, SetUpIdP, (Join, Req)) from our analysis. Additionally, we do not consider the RP-side in the renewal protocol (CredReq, Crediss) as it only involves one RSA signature towards the IdP. However, we include the Crediss algorithm, reflecting the cost of the IdP renewing a MMS-based credential.

We evaluated the execution times of the cryptographic operations on two reference devices: a server, which is a virtual machine with an AMD CPU 4x2.6 GHz, RAM: 8 GB; and a Raspberry PI 3, which represents a low-power device. We run the IdP/RP operations on the server and the user operations on the low-power device. Table 2 summarizes our results, showing the mean of one hundred executions in milliseconds (ms) for each selected algorithm. Table 3 presents the group elements and their computational costs in the executed algorithms. We note that an element in $(\mathbb{Z}_p, \mathbb{G}_1, \mathbb{G}_2, \mathbb{G}_T)$ requires $32, 48, 92, 576$ bytes. Thus, the proof generated in AReqRP requires only 816 bytes. Clearly, our new protocol $\text{AIF}_{ZKP}$ is the most expensive of the three, but it is also the only one that achieves the desired security and privacy properties simultaneously. Overall, all its operations are still efficient enough for real-world deployment, with at most 10ms on the low-power device and 19ms on the server for proof verification, which took only 9ms to generate. Our evaluation of $\text{AIF}_{COM}$ (POIDC) must be taken with the same grain of salt though: for simplicity, we implemented $\text{AIF}_{COM}$ and $\text{AIF}_{ZKP}$ with the same algebraic commitment. This is necessary for our protocol but not for $\text{AIF}_{COM}$, which could simply use a cryptographic hash function for COM, as originally proposed [24].

### 6.2 Deployment Considerations

Privacy-preserving RP authentication prevents the IdP from sharing RP-related information, including names and legal details that may be provided to the user during the protocol. Note that this also eliminates the implicit authentication of such information once it is no longer served by the IdP.

User interaction and redirections. The RP information is required in the consent dialog with the user and for operational purposes, such as redirecting the user back from the IdP to the RP to provide the issued token. To maintain privacy, such information should be available in the IdP’s context without being disclosed again. In our approach, the RP can directly provide this information to the user by including it in the URL fragment [31] of the initial request, allowing access in the IdP’s context without disclosure.

RP information authenticity. To ensure authenticity of operational information passed directly to the user by the RP, a hash of the information along with the IdP’s signature must be included in the $\text{id}$ value, i.e., the $\text{rid}$. The user must re-hash the RP information and verify it against the $\text{rid}$ and IdP’s signature before finalizing a token, thereby ensuring that the RP information corresponds to the requested RP.

IdP services. An IdP might want to learn the $\text{rid}$ to offer certain commercial services for it, such as orchestrating additional computational resources to ensure better availability. To provide such tailored services in our privacy-preserving setting, an IdP could create dedicated MMS public keys for each service class, or add an additional attribute to the MMS credential that must be revealed during authentication. As a result, an RP can prove to the IdP that it has a membership for a certain service class, while the rest of our security and privacy properties remain.

Pairwise pseudonymous identifier. A challenge is the support of OIDC’s protocol feature of Pairwise Pseudonymous Identifier (PPID). This privacy feature allows the IdP to replace the static $\text{uid}$ with an RP-specific pseudonym to prevent RPs from correlating users. This is no longer possible with our protocol and, in fact, an advantage of the work by Hammann et al. [24]. While POIDC does not support this feature either, Hammann et al. also propose a protocol extension — Pairwise POIDC — that lets the user and IdP blindly derive such pseudonyms. Their approach requires the user to provide a zero-knowledge proof of a blindly computed pseudonym of the form $H(\text{uid}, \text{rid})$ to the IdP for attestation. This extension again does not consider any RP authentication and thus does not provide RP Accountability and Session Binding.

Their extension uses a hash function that is not immediately compatible with the algebraic construction of our protocol, and the challenge would again be to incorporate RP authentication, which we leave as an interesting open problem. We did not include it as it would significantly complicate our model and analysis. Our work focuses solely on RP authentication. Considering also RP-specific pseudonyms would require including user authentication in the security model. Given our model’s complexity, we decided to focus on the main problem and show how the OIDC core functionality can be realized while overcoming the reason for deprecation.

---

1. CPU: AMD 4x2.6 GHz, RAM: 8 GB
2. CPU: ARM 4x1.2 GHz, RAM: 1 GB
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A UNFORGEABILITY DEFINITIONS

This section provides the game-based Existential Unforgeability under Chosen Message Attack (EUF-CMA) definitions for a standard signature scheme SIG and a multi-message signature scheme MMS.

**Standard signature scheme.** An adversary \( \mathcal{A} \) attacking SIG wins the experiment in Figure 11 if it creates a valid signature \( \sigma^* \) w.r.t. \( p_k \) on a fresh message \( m^* \), which was not queried to the Sign-oracle before. SIG is secure if no efficient adversary can succeed in the SIG-EUF-CMA experiment with non-negligible probability.

**Definition A.1.** A signature scheme \( SIG := (\text{KGen}, \text{Sign}, \text{Vf}) \) is existentially unforgeable under an adaptive chosen-message attack if for all probabilistic polynomial-time adversaries \( \mathcal{A} \), there is a negligible function \( \text{negl} \) such that:

\[
\Pr[\text{Exp}_{\mathcal{A},\text{SIG}}(\kappa) = 1] \leq \text{negl}(\kappa)
\]

**Experiment:** \( \text{Exp}_{\mathcal{A},\text{SIG}}(\kappa) \)
- \((s_k, p_k) \leftarrow \text{KGen}(1^\kappa)\)
- \((m^*, \sigma^*) \leftarrow \mathcal{A}^* \text{SIG} \cdot \text{Sign}(s_k, \cdot)\)
- Return 1 if \( \text{SIG} \cdot \text{Vf}(p_k, m^*, \sigma^*) = 1 \) \& \( \mathcal{A} \) did not query \( m^* \) to SIG.Sign

**Figure 11:** The SIG-EUF-CMA experiment

**Multi-message signature scheme.** The next experiment in Figure 12 is almost equivalent to the previous but introduces the message vector dimension \( \ell \in \mathbb{N} \) required by the scheme. An adversary \( \mathcal{A} \) with non-negligible advantage can forge a valid signature \( \sigma^* \) on a fresh message vector \( m^* \) w.r.t. \( p_k \), which was not queried to the Sign-oracle before. MMS is secure if no efficient adversary can succeed in the MMS-EUF-CMA experiment with non-negligible probability.

**Definition A.2.** A multi-message signature scheme \( MMS := (\text{Setup}, \text{KGen}, \text{Sign}, \text{Vf}) \) is existentially unforgeable under an adaptive chosen-message attack if for all probabilistic polynomial-time adversaries \( \mathcal{A} \), there is a negligible function \( \text{negl} \) such that:

\[
\Pr[\text{Exp}_{\mathcal{A},\text{MMS}}(\kappa) = 1] \leq \text{negl}(\kappa)
\]

**Experiment:** \( \text{Exp}_{\mathcal{A},\text{MMS}}(\kappa) \):
- \( pp \leftarrow \text{MMS} \cdot \text{Setup}(1^\kappa) \)
- \((s_k, p_k) \leftarrow \text{MMS} \cdot \text{KGen}(pp, \ell)\)
- \((m^*, \sigma^*) \leftarrow \mathcal{A} \cdot \text{MMS} \cdot \text{Sign}(s_k, \cdot)\)
- Return 1 if \( \text{MMS} \cdot \text{Vf}(p_k, m^*, \sigma^*) = 1 \) \& \( \mathcal{A} \) did not query \( m^* \) to MMS.Sign

**Figure 12:** The MMS-EUF-CMA experiment.

B AIF CORRECTNESS

We define the set of registered users as \( \mathcal{U} \) and the set of RPs as \( \mathcal{R} \) before presenting the correctness of our Authenticated Implicit Flow scheme AIF. Recall that \( \mathcal{T} \) represents the set of epochs and \( \mathcal{Z} \) the set of nonces.

For AIF to be considered correct, it must hold for all \( \kappa \in \mathbb{N} \), \( pp \leftarrow \text{Setup}(1^\kappa) \), \((\text{isk}, M, ipk) \leftarrow \text{SignIdP}(pp)\), \( rid \in \mathcal{R}, \text{uid} \in \mathcal{U}, \{\text{sid}, n\} \in \mathcal{Z} \), and context \( \text{ctx} \) in epoch \( e_p \in \mathcal{T} \):

\[
\begin{align*}
((\text{rpk}, \text{rsk}), M') &\leftarrow \langle \text{Join}(\text{ipk}, \text{rid}), \text{Reg}(\text{rid}, M) \rangle \\
(\text{cred}, M) &\leftarrow \langle \text{CredReq}(\text{ipk}, \text{rid}, \text{rsk}, \text{sid}, ep) \rangle \\
\text{CredIss}(\text{rid}, M, \text{sid}, ep) \rangle &= \text{AltAuthB}(\text{ep}, \text{rid}) \rangle
\end{align*}
\]

C CONSTRUCTION & ANALYSIS: AIF-SIG/COM

This section analyzes two constructions that implement our AIF model: AIFSIG and AIFCOM. These constructions are adapted from existing proposals to suit our AIF setting and are designed to enhance the native Implicit Flow.

C.1 Achieving RP Authentication: AIF-SIG

As previously stated, AIFSIG is based on the authenticated version of OIDC’s Implicit Flow [41], which incorporates standard signatures for RP authentication, as described in Section 2.1. Figure 13 details this construction.

To register, the RP with \( \text{rid} \) generates a key pair \( (\text{rpk}, \text{rsk}) \), the IdP adds \( (\text{rid}, \text{rpk}) \) to its member state \( M \), and the RP keeps \( \text{rsk} \). As our system models epoch-based membership credentials, we must also realize this. The simplest way is to let the RP authenticate with \( \text{rsk} \) to the IdP in each new epoch \( e_p \) by signing a fresh nonce. If the authentication is successful, and the RP is supposed to remain a valid member in epoch \( e_p \), the IdP updates its member state for \( \text{rid}, \text{rpk} \) to contain \( ep \).

During RP authentication, the user does not perform any cryptographic operation. The RP signs the \( \text{uid} \), the session nonce \( n \), and (empty) public user output \( \text{pub}_{\text{uid}} \) using \( \text{rsk} \). The signature and RP identity \( \text{rid} \) are sent via the user to the IdP, which accepts the request if the signature is valid and the \( \text{rpk} \) is contained in \( M \) for \( \text{rid} \) in epoch \( e_p \). The provided token is the IdP’s signature on \((\text{rid}|\text{uid}|\text{ctx}|n|ep)\). As we let the RP use the same signing key \( \text{rsk} \) for two different purposes, we ensure domain separation of the signed content by prefixing messages with “0” during credential renewal and “1” for authentication requests.

This construction easily satisfies both authentication-related properties, as stated in Theorem 5.1. The theorem establishes that AIFSIG fulfills RP Accountability and RP Session Binding if SIG is unforgeable.

We start with RP Accountability which relies on the unforgeability of the RP’s signature scheme and the fact that the IdP only accepts authentication requests of RPs that have previously properly authenticated (through “credential renewal”) in epoch \( e_p \).

**Theorem C.1.** AIFSIG achieves RP Accountability if SIG (used by the RP) is SIG-EUF-CMA secure.

**Proof Sketch.** The task of the adversary is to produce a forgery \( \text{auth} \) for a session \((\text{uid}, \text{ctx}, \text{pub}_{\text{uid}}, n, e_p)\) that is non-trivial.
Since at least one of the checks fails.

Here it does not generate any signature output, as the actual security breach already happened through the impersonation in a membership renewal request. This is what we will use in the proof of this first case. That is, we do not wait for A’s final output but already use the forgery the adversary makes in the O.Crediss query to break the underlying signature scheme.

Let B be the adversary against the EUF-CMA security of the standard signature scheme, receiving a public key pk as input and having access to a Sign-oracle O.Sig. Sign for sk. B then guesses which honest RP rid, the adversary in the RP Accountability game will impersonate, and returns pk as honest public key of rid. All other RPs and the honest IdP are handled exactly as in the AlF Sig protocol. In summary, B provides the following oracles to A:

O.Join-Reg : Runs the standard Join for all rid
O.Crediss : Executes standard protocol, except for rid
O.CrtRP : Returns the current (rid, cred) of the requested rid

Figure 13: AlF-Sig – OIDC Implicit Flow [41] with standard signatures.

towards the IdP in some epoch ep. This might look like a benign attack, as the RPs do not receive any actual membership credentials in this protocol. However, in combination with the adaptive corruption, this would lead to a valid attack against RP Accountability as follows:

- A queries O.Join-Reg for a fresh rid to register rid with the honest IdP. In the AlFSig protocol, the IdP’s membership state M now contains an entry (rid, rpk) for the honesty generated public key rpk.

- A makes a successful impersonation query to O.Crediss for rid ∈ HRID in some epoch ep, upon which the oracle returns 1. In the AlFSig protocol, this means that the honest IdP’s updated membership state M’ now contains an entry for (rid, rpk, ep) and from now on will accept any authentication requests for rpk in that epoch. Note that this query does neither add (rid, ep) to CRID (because rid is not corrupt), nor does it add (rid, ep, cred) to HRID (because the honest RP did not request this membership, it was the adversary).

- A makes a query O.CrtRP in that epoch for the same rid, upon it will learn the RP’s secret key rsk. Note that this will only add rid to CRID, but not (rid, ep) (because the honest RP did not request a membership credential in ep).

- Trivial “forgery”: Since authgp* is a signature under rsk and its corresponding context, A can exploit knowledge of the signing key to generate valid authentication requests for any desired (uid, n, puby*) in the current epoch cep = ep. When AResIdP receives these requests, it will respond with τ ≠ ⊥ (since (rid, rpk, ep) is registered as valid in M. Given that ep ∉ CRID, this constitutes a valid forgery within our RP Accountability game.

This attack strategy reveals that A does not need to forge any signatures as part of the final authgp output, as the actual security breach already happened through the impersonation in a membership renewal request. This is what we will use in the proof of this first case. That is, we do not wait for A’s final output but already use the forgery the adversary makes in the O.Crediss query to break the underlying signature scheme.

Let B be the adversary against the EUF-CMA security of the standard signature scheme, receiving a public key pk as input and having access to a Sign-oracle O.Sig. Sign for sk. B then guesses which honest RP rid, the adversary in the RP Accountability game will impersonate, and returns pk as honest public key of rid. All other RPs and the honest IdP are handled exactly as in the AlF Sig protocol. In summary, B provides the following oracles to A:

O.Join-Reg : Runs the standard Join for all rid
O.Crediss : Executes standard protocol, except for rid
O.CrtRP : Returns the current (rid, cred) of the requested rid
\[O \text{AReqRP} : \text{For all rid}_{j} \neq \text{rid}_{i}, \text{its runs AReqRP normally, for rid}_{i} \text{ it gets } \sigma_{1} \leftarrow O.\text{SIG.Sign}(1|\text{uid}|n||\text{pub}_{y}| ||\text{ep}).\]
\[O \text{AResIdP} : \text{Executes the oracle with standard OResIdP.}\]

Note that all oracles are either identical to the original game, or simulated in a perfect way (in the case of O.CredReq-CredIss and O.AReqRP). There is one exception: the O.CptRP oracle which aborts upon query \text{rid}_{i}. This can happen if \mathcal{B} guessed \text{rid}_{i} incorrectly, i.e., we loose a factor of \(q\) where \(q\) denotes the maximal number of RPs that would register. If \text{rid}_{i} was correctly guessed and will be the target of the impersonation attempt, we will end our reduction before the adversary can make a corruption query for \text{rid}_{i}, i.e., the fact that we do not know \text{rsk}_{i} does not matter then.

As soon as \mathcal{A} makes an \text{O.CredIss} query for the chosen target \text{rid}_{i} and provides a valid signature \(\sigma_{0}\) for the random \text{sid} (chosen by \mathcal{B} in the execution of the oracle), \mathcal{B} aborts the game with \mathcal{A} and returns \((m' := (0)||\text{sid}, \sigma_{0})\) as its forgery in the SIG-EUF-CMA game. Due to the domain separation of the signature purposes, and the fact that we never made a single query for any message of the form (0||m) to the O.SIG.Sign oracle, it is obvious that \((m', \sigma_{0})\) is a fresh and valid forgery in the SIG-EUF-CMA game.

**Case (2): Forging the authentication request auth_{RP}.** In the second case, we know that the adversary never made a successful impersonation attempt in the credential renewal. Consequently, in the epoch of the forgery \text{cep} all members must be honest RPs which properly gained membership through the \text{O.CredReq-CredIss oracle, i.e., all public keys in M for cep belong to honest RPs.}

That is, the adversary must output a forgery auth_{RP} := (\text{rid}'', \sigma'_{1}), where SIG.VF(rpk,(1||\text{uid}'')|n||\text{pub}_{y}'')||cep), \sigma'_{1} = 1 \text{ for an honest RP's public key rpk as M must contain (rid'', rpk, cep).}

Thus, here we can do a straightforward reduction to the security of SIG. We let \mathcal{B} again guess the target RP \text{rid}_{i} and embed \mathcal{B}'s challenge public key \text{pk} as \text{rpk}_{i}.

The simulation of oracles is the same as in Case (1) described above, but here we let \mathcal{A} play the RP Accountability game until the end and use its final output as forgery in the SIG-EUF-CMA game. We again loose a factor of \(q\) through guessing the targeted RP for the final forgery. As \mathcal{A} only wins if it outputs a forgery for a fresh tuple \((\text{uid}'', n'', \text{pub}_{y}'', \text{cep}) \notin \text{req}, \mathcal{B} \text{ can immediately use (m'' := (1||\text{uid}'''|n''||\text{pub}_{y}'''||cep), \sigma'_{1}'' as a fresh forgery against pk.}\]

The proof of RP Session Binding is significantly simpler since we no longer need to handle adaptive RP corruptions, as all RPs are corrupt from the beginning. The RP Session Binding property depends solely on the unforgeability of the IdP’s signature and the fact that the IdP maintains immutable records of valid \((\text{rid}, \text{rpk}, \text{ep})\) combinations in \(M\).

**Theorem C.2.** \(\text{AlfSIG} \text{ achieves RP Session Binding if SIG (used by the IdP) is SIG-EUF-CMA secure.}\)

**Proof Sketch.** In the RP Session Binding experiment, the adversary \(\mathcal{A}\) outputs a finalized token \(t_{\text{rid}}\) that must be valid for the honest user session \((\text{rid}'', \text{uid}'', \text{ctx}'', n', \text{cep})\), where cep represents the current epoch. To succeed, the adversary must comply with at least one condition: (a) ensuring that \((\text{rid}'', \text{uid}'', \text{ctx}'', n', \text{cep})\) is a fresh session, meaning it was never queried to \(O.\text{AResIdP-AFin},\) or (b) targeting a session intended by an honest user, but \(\text{rid}'\) does not possess a credential in epoch \(\text{cep}\).

** Forgery under condition (a).** To fulfill condition (a), the adversary must output a valid signature \(\tau\) under the IdP’s key \(\text{ipk}\). This signature is the same as \(\tau_{\text{r}}\), which must be a SIG signature on the session \((\text{rid}'||\text{uid}'||\text{ctx}'||n'||\text{cep})\). Since condition (a) requires the session to be fresh, this can be immediately turned into a fresh valid forgery of the IdP’s signature. We omit the straightforward reduction.

** Forgery under condition (b).** Assume the adversary \(\mathcal{A}\) wins under condition (b). This implies that the honest IdP has properly signed the session, including \(\text{rid}'\) and epoch \(\text{cep}\), yet \(\text{rid}'\) was not a valid member in \(\text{cep}\). The IdP only outputs its signature \(\tau\) when it receives a request \(\text{auth}_{RP}\) for \(\text{rid}'\) and \(\text{cep}\) that verifies under \(\text{rpk}\) where \((\text{rid}', \text{rpk}, \text{cep}) \in M\). This ensures that the IdP will never return (or even compute) a valid signature for an \(\text{rid}'\) that is not a valid member in \(\text{cep}\). Thus, even under this condition, \(\mathcal{A}\) must have forged the IdP’s signature.

What remains to be shown is that \(\text{rid}' \notin \text{CRID}[\text{cep}]\) implies that \((\text{rid}'', \text{rpk}, \text{cep}) \in M\). A combination of \((\text{rid}, \text{ep})\) gets added to CRID in the O.CredIss oracle when it handled a valid membership request for a corrupt \text{rid} (i.e., where \text{rid} \not\in \text{CRID}). Thus, the only gap an adversary could try to exploit here is if it manages to successfully enroll an RP with \text{rid} \not\in \text{CRID}. This is impossible in the \text{AlfSIG} construction, as CredIss only enrolls an RP as valid for an epoch \text{ep} if \text{rid} \in \text{M}. Moreover, \text{rid} \in \text{M} implies that \text{rid} was properly registered and thus must also be in CRID.

In summary, if the adversary \(\mathcal{A}\) wins under condition (b), it must have again forged the IdP’s signature – as it will never see and receive a signature for such an illegitimate query. The reduction is again straightforward public key.

\[\square\]

**No support of RP Hiding.** \(\text{AlfSIG}\) cannot achieve RP Hiding as each RP is uniquely identified towards the IdP through its \text{rid} and associated signature/public key.

**C.2 Achieving RP Hiding: Alf-COM**

\(\text{AlfCOM}\) translates POIDC [24] into our Alf syntax. It uses a commitment scheme COM to hide RP’s identity \text{rid} towards the IdP while uniquely binding the IdP’s token to \text{rid} by allowing the IdP to sign the committed value in \((c||\text{uid}||\text{ctx}||n||\text{ep})\). The user can ensure that \(c\) contains the correct \text{rid} by sitting between the RP and IdP and is privy to the opening of the commitment. \(\text{AlfCOM}\) does not foresee or easily allow any proper RP registration or authentication, and thus the related algorithms are merely empty shells. The full construction is given in Figure 14.

**Theorem C.3.** \(\text{AlfCOM} \text{ is RP Hiding if COM is hiding.}\)

**Proof Sketch.** In this construction, the IdP only receives (and signs) the commitment of \text{rid}, but does not learn the opening or any other RP-specific information. Thus, RP Hiding follows trivially from the hiding property of COM.

\[\square\]
AIF legitimate Session Binding as the RP Session Binding Experiment in Figure 7 by relying on more advanced primitives).

Building blocks (but exactly what our new construction contains the identity of the signer — this is not possible with basic signature schemes, like in MMS, which satisfies RP Accountability. Moreover, it is zero-knowledge as well as simulation-sound extractable.

As the game strictly requires that no corrupt RP owns a membership credential for cep (as otherwise producing correct authentication requests is trivial), we can split the proof in two exclusive cases, similar to the RP Accountability proof of AIF-SIG.

No support of RP Accountability. The privacy provided by the AIFCOM construction comes for the cost of having no RP Accountability. During registration, only the rid is stored, but no authentication is associated with it and the IdP blindly signs arbitrary rids in its identity tokens. We could also let an RP register a public key of a signature scheme, like in AIF-SIG, and let it sign the commitment during authentication. This would be sufficient for achieving RP Accountability, but immediately destroy the privacy of this construction. Such an addition would also not be sufficient for RP Session Binding, as this must ensure that the commitment contains the identity of the signer — this is not possible with basic building blocks (but exactly what our new AIF-ZKP protocol does by relying on more advanced primitives).

Partial support of RP Session Binding. Let us define Partial RP Session Binding as the RP Session Binding Experiment in Figure 7 without the inclusion of the second condition (b), which ensures that the request originates from a legitimate RP. Since there is no RP authentication involved, AIFCOM cannot fulfill this condition.

Theorem C.4. AIFCOM is partially RP Session Binding if COM is binding and SIG is SIG-EUF-CMA.

Proof Sketch. An adversary who breaks Partial RP Session Binding of AIFCOM outputs a valid identity token \( \tau_{id}^* := (c, o) \) which consist of a valid signature \( \sigma \) on \((c)||uid'||ctx'\|n'||cep)\) under \(pk\) and a valid opening \(o\) such that COM.\(\text{Open}(rid', c, o) = 1\).

To meet the winning condition, \(uid'\) must correspond to an honest user. However, no honest session consisting of \((rid', uid', ctx', n', cep)\) exists. In this scenario, we can differentiate between two mutually exclusive cases: (1) the sub-tuple \((uid', ctx', n', cep)\) is fresh, meaning it has never appeared in a query to \(O.AResIP-AFin\), or (2) if the sub-tuple is not fresh, then \(rid'\) must be fresh.

The first case immediately yields a valid forgery for the issuer’s standard signature scheme SIG. The second case allows the adversary to re-use an honestly obtained IdP signature on \((c)||uid'||ctx'\|n'||cep)\), but then \(A\) must have been able to open \(c\) to some \(rid'\) that is different than in the honest query to \(O.AInit\), which breaks the binding property of COM.

D SECURITY PROOFS: AIF-ZKP

This section presents the proofs of Theorem 5.3 and Theorem 5.4, which states RP Accountability and RP Session Binding of AIF-ZKP.

D.1 RP Accountability

Before proving the following Theorem D.1, let us recall the important parts of our protocol. An RP uses a standard signature scheme SIG for authentication in the credential-issuance protocol with the IdP. In this phase, the IdP learns the \(rid\). Upon successful authentication in an epoch \(ep\), the IdP then uses a multi-message signature scheme MMS to sign the \(rid\) and epoch \(ep\) as current membership credential. Finally, for blind RP authentication, the RP proves knowledge of such a credential via a NIZK where it reveals the epoch and proves that it also contains an \(rid\) that is the same as in the user provided commitment (the commitment part is irrelevant for the RP Accountability though).

We now want to prove that AIF-ZKP satisfies RP Accountability. As most parts are straightforward, we omit the concrete reductions and simply sketch each of them.

Theorem D.1. AIF-ZKP achieves RP Accountability if SIG (used by the RP) is SIG-EUF-CMA, MMS is MMS-EUF-CMA secure, and the NIZK is zero-knowledge as well as simulation-sound extractable.

Proof. In the RP Accountability experiment of AIF-ZKP, an adversary \(A\) wins if it outputs an authentication request \(authRP^*\) for a fresh tuple \((uid^*, n^*, puby^*, cep)\) that is accepted by the IdP, while there are no corrupt RPs with a credential in epoch \(cep\). Fresh refers to the requirement that \((uid^*, n^*, puby^*, cep)\) must not have been queried to an honest RP via \(O.AReqRP\).

As the game strictly requires that no corrupt RP owns a membership credential for \(cep\) (as otherwise producing correct authentication requests is trivial), we can split the proof in two exclusive cases, similar to the RP Accountability proof of AIF-SIG.

(1) The adversary made a query to \(O.CredIss\) for an honest \(rid \in \text{HRID} \) (at the moment of the query), which led to a successful membership renewal, i.e., the CredIss protocol returned \(M'\), indicating completion of the protocol.

(2) The adversary made no impersonation query as in Case (1).

In Case (1), \(authRP^*\) can be constructed using a valid membership credential that was legitimately issued by the IdP but provided to
the adversary posing as an honest RP. In contrast, in Case (2), the resulting authRp* is a direct forgery.

Case (1): Impersonating an honest RP in credential renewal. In the first case, we know that the IdP has correctly issued a membership credential for a specific epoch ep to the adversary, who is impersonating an honest RP. This issuance is confirmed through a query to O.CredIss. However, no honest RP has ever generated a membership request in that epoch. Consequently, A gains knowledge of the honest RP’s membership credential for that epoch, enabling them to easily create valid authRp* for the same epoch.

In our protocol, the credential issuance is protected through a standard signature scheme SIG for which each RP creates its individual key pair and initially registers its public key rpk with the IdP. To obtain a new membership credential requires to send a valid signature σR for a fresh session nonce sid that verifies under the rpk registered for rid. Thus, the adversary must be able to forge a signature on sid that is chosen at random when invoking O.CredIss. This is clearly infeasible if the signature scheme SIG is existentially unforgeable. Note that the corresponding rsk is never used outside of that credential request protocol, and even when used within the request, the adversary never learns honest RP’s signatures: we assume communication among two honest parties to be secured, e.g., through a TLS channel. Thus, we could rely on a very weak unforgeability property, where the adversary has no access to a Sign-oracle. We opted for the classic EUF-CMA security for the sake of convenience.

The proof in this case is almost identical to AlfSign. Let B be an adversary targeting the SIG-EUF-CMA security of SIG. B receives a public key pk as input and has access to a signing oracle O.SIG.Sign for sk. B guesses the honest RP ridj that the adversary in the RP accountability game will impersonate and returns pk as the honest public key. All other RPs and the honest IdP are handled in the same way as in the AlfSKP protocol. In summary, B provides the following oracles to A:

- O.Join-Req : Runs the standard Join for all ridj ≠ ridi. For ridj it uses pk instead of an internally generated key pair. Reg is always executed normally.
- O.Reg : Executes the oracle with standard Reg.
- O.CredReq-CredIss : Executes the standard protocol, except for ridj, where no signature σR is generated. This change is internal and not noticeable by A.
- O.CredIss : Executes the oracle with standard CredIss.
- O.CrtRP : Returns the current (rskj, credj) of the requested ridj ≠ ridi. Aborts if request is for ridi.
- O.AReqRP : Executes the oracle with standard AReqRP (note that rskj is not needed here).
- O.AResIdP : Executes the oracle with standard AResIdP.

All oracles are identical to the original game, except the credential issuance protocol O.CredReq-CredIss, which is perfectly simulated. The only exception is the O.CrtRP oracle, which aborts when queried with ridi. This occurs if B incorrectly guessed ridi, resulting in a factor loss of q, where q represents the maximum number of RPs that would be registered. If ridi is correctly guessed and will be the target of the impersonation attempt, we will terminate our reduction before the adversary can make a corruption query for ridi. Therefore, not knowing rski becomes irrelevant in this case.

Upon A making an O.CredIss query for the selected target ridi and providing a valid signature σRP for B’s randomly chosen sid, B immediately aborts the game with A and returns (m*: := sid, σRP) as its forgery in the SIG-EUF-CMA game. Since we never query the O.SIG.Sign oracle for any message, it is evident that (m*, σRP) is a fresh and valid forgery in the SIG-EUF-CMA game.

Case (2): Forging the authentication request authRp*. We are in the second case, when no such impersonation attack happened. That is, all honestly generated membership credentials are only known to the corresponding honest RPs, yet no honest RP ever made an authentication request, as (uid*, n*, pubU*, cep) ≠ REQ must hold.

The adversary can thus only win if it still knows a valid membership credential (then producing the NIZK is trivial), or it does not know a suitable membership credential but forged the proof π directly. The latter is clearly infeasible based on the soundness of the NIZK proof system. Thus, what remains to be shown is how we can reduce a correct proof π of a valid membership credential to a forgery of the underlying MMS scheme.

In the reduction to the unforgeability of MMS, we leverage the knowledge extractor of the proof system to obtain rid and σdp from A’s output authRp* := π in epoch cep and will use (m* := (rid, cep), σdp) as MMS forgery. Note that rid is entirely hidden in the proof, i.e., the adversary could choose to put an honest RP’s rid in there. Consequently, we need to take care that we never request a MMS signature on an (rid, ep) combination that the adversary might use for its forgery, as this would invalidate the freshness requirement in the unforgeability game of the MMS scheme.

Ensuring such freshness is achieved by relying on the properties of the NIZK: When honest RPs request a membership credential in some epoch ep through O.CredReq-CredIss, we do not create the MMS signature, but simply keep a record that the membership was granted. For subsequent legitimate calls to O.AReqRP that would normally create a NIZK from the honestly issued MMS signature, we merely simulate the proof π.

There is one caveat in the simulation here: Recall that our game allows adaptive corruption of honest RPs, upon which we must return the rsk and current membership credential cred, containing the IdP’s MMS signature σdp. If such a corruption happens, our reduction calls the signing oracle O.MMS.Sign on the proper (rid, ep) in the MMS-EUF-CMA game and returns the MMS signature. This does not harm our reduction though, as the epoch ep in which that happens immediately becomes invalid for any forgery. So already the epoch cep of A’s finally forgery (which is also signed with the MMS signature) must be different to any epoch where A could have made such a corruption (or requested a membership credential for a corrupt RP), which implies that the extracted rid in combination with the fresh cep has never been queried to O.MMS.Sign. We also note that we do not rely on any properties of the standard signature here (this was handled separately in Case (1) above), and thus, we can simply generate standard signature keys for all honest RPs and output them upon corruption.

In summary, we let an adversary B aiming to break the unforgeability of MMS by simulating the RP Accountability game...
towards $\mathcal{A}$ as follows: $B$ first sets $ipk$ as the $mpk$ received from the MMS-EUF-CMA game and then uses its access to the $O$.MMS.Sign oracle as well as the fact that proofs $\pi$ can be perfectly simulated to mimic the parts that would require knowledge of $msk$ (or credentials thereof).

$O$.Join-Reg : Runs the standard Join-Reg protocol. Note that here $msk$ (which is now unknown) is not needed.

$O$.Reg : Executes the oracle with standard Reg. Note that here $msk$ (which is now unknown) is not needed.

$O$.CredReq-CredIss : Does not issue any membership credential to the honest RP, but merely keeps track that RP $rid_i$ is a valid member in $ep$. This change is internal to the oracle, and thus not noticeable by $\mathcal{A}$.

$O$.CredIss : Executes the oracle with the help of the $O$.MMS.Sign oracle to which it sends $(rid_i, ep)$ and uses the response as $(\sigma_{idP}, ep)$. As we are in Case (2), we know that all requests are for corrupt $rid_i$’s, i.e., the epoch $ep$ immediately becomes invalid for any forgery for $\mathcal{A}$.

$O$.CrptRP : Returns the requested $rsk_i$ of the honest RP. If the honest RP was also a valid member in the current epoch, $B$ requests the membership credential $\sigma_{idP} \leftarrow O$.MMS.Sign$(rid_i, ep)$ and returns $(\sigma_{idP}, ep)$. If this happens, the epoch $ep$ becomes invalid for any forgery for $\mathcal{A}$.


$O$.AReqRP : If $rid_i$ was registered as a valid member in that epoch, $B$ simulates the NIZK $\pi$.

$O$.AResIdP : Executes the oracle with standard $AResIdP$. Note that here only the secret key of the standard signature $SIG$ is needed not the $msk$ (which is unknown in the reduction).

The oracles in the game are either executed identically to the original game or perfectly simulated. Specifically, $O$.CredIss and $O$.CrptRP return the same credentials with the assistance of the $O$.MMS.Sign oracle from the MMS game. Since both credentials also sign an epoch $ep$, which cannot be utilized for a forgery, this does not compromise the freshness requirement of the final forgery.

The simulation of $O$.AReqRP is indistinguishable by the zero-knowledge property of the NIZK system. As we bind the proofs $\pi$ to $(uid, n, pubH, ep)$, we ensure that the proof cannot be used in a different context. Most importantly, any proof returned by the $O$.AResRP oracle can never be used as forgery (by the winning condition of the RP Accountability game). Thus, no simulated proof can be used as forgery, which is important to ensure the desired extractability.

$\mathcal{A}$ eventually outputs its forgery $auth_{RP}^*$ for fresh tuple $(uid^*, n^*, pubH^*, cep)$ that is accepted by the IdP, while there are no corrupt RPs with a credential in epoch $cep$. Refer to the requirement that $(uid^*, n^*, pubH^*, cep)$ must not have been queried to an honest RP via $O$.AResRP. We then use the knowledge extractor of the proof system to obtain $rid$ and $\sigma_{idP}$ from $\pi \leftarrow auth_{RP}^*$ in epoch $cep$ and will use $(m^* := (rid, cep), \sigma_{idP})$ as MMS forgery. It is easy to see that $(rid, cep)$ is fresh and thus valid in the MMS game.

In conclusion, this shows that a forgery in Case (2) is infeasible, based on the unforgeability of the MMS scheme and the zero-knowledge property as well as simulation soundness of the NIZK.

D.2 RP Session Binding

Before proving the following Theorem D.2, let us recap the relevant part of the construction: the IdP employs a standard signature scheme $SIG$ to issue identity tokens, while a user utilizes a commitment scheme $COM$ to commit to the $rid$ she wants to authenticate to. The IdP signs the commitment, together with the other user and context information, if it received a valid NIZK that proofs that the request stems from a properly authenticated RP. The latter relies on the MMS signature the RP must own on its $rid$ and current epoch.

Session Binding holds, if the IdP’s standard signature scheme and MMS signature are secure, the commitment scheme $COM$ is binding, and the NIZK proof system used is special sound.

In the RP Session Binding game, all RPs are assumed to be corrupt from the beginning, which leads to a simpler proof than RP Accountability, as we do not have to handle adaptive corruptions of initially honest RPs.

**Theorem D.2.** $\text{ALF}_\text{ZK}$ is RP Session Binding if $SIG$ (used by the IdP) is SIG-EUF-CMA secure, $COM$ is binding, $MMS$ is MMS-EUF-CMA secure, and the $\text{NIZK}$ is special sound.

**Proof.** An adversary in the RP Session Binding experiment must output a finalized token $\tau_{id}^*$ that is valid for an honest user session $(rid^*, uid^*, ctx^*, n^*, cep)$. By the winning condition of the game, the adversary wins if the session either

(a) is fresh, i.e., $(rid^*, uid^*, ctx^*, n^*, cep)$ was never used by $O$.AResIdP-$\text{AFin}$

(b) or this session was intended by an honest user, but then $rid^*$ must belong to some RP that does not own a credential in epoch $cep$.

**Forgery under condition (a).** Recall that the finalized token $\tau_{id}^* := (\tau, c, o)$ contains an IdP’s $SIG$ signature $\tau$ on the combined message $(c||uid^*||ctx^*||n^*||cep)$ and a correct opening $o$ for the commitment $c$ to $rid^*$.

As we know that $(rid^*, uid^*, ctx^*, n^*, cep)$ must be fresh, there are two sub-cases in which $\mathcal{A}$ can win under condition (a): either the "public" session part $(uid^*, ctx^*, n^*, cep)$ is fresh and $\mathcal{A}$ forged an IdP’s signature, or that session part is not fresh, which in turn means that $rid^*$ must be different than in the honest query to $O$.AInit. The latter breaks the binding property of $COM$. The first sub-case immediately yields a valid forgery for the IdP’s (standard) signature scheme $SIG$.

**Forgery under condition (b).** To succeed under the second winning condition of the RP Session Binding game, the adversary provided an honest user session in which $rid^*$ does not belong to a corrupt RP with a credential for epoch $cep$. Recall that in this game all RPs are corrupt. Therefore, the adversary must have provided an RP authentication request $auth_{RP} := \pi$ accepted by the IdP or it re-used a credential of another RP $rid \neq rid^*$ of epoch $cep \neq cep$ and used it to authenticate $rid^*$ of the honest user session to the IdP in epoch $cep$. In the first case, it must have forged $\pi$, which contradicts the soundness of the proof system. In the second case, it must have forged the signature $\sigma$ contained in the credential $cred := (\sigma, \overline{cep})$, which is the IdP’s MMS signature on $(rid, \overline{cep})$.

The reduction to the unforgeability to MMS is straightforward, as we simply use the $O$.MMS.Sign oracle to answer any oracle call.
that request membership credentials for rid in epoch ep. A’s final output contains the NIZK π from which we then extract the MMS signature σ, for the fresh (rid*, cep) combination. The freshness of (rid*, cep) immediately follows from the winning condition (b).

□

E NIZK

In this section, we describe the concrete AlfZKP NIZK instantiation, which corresponds to our implementation [22].

E.1 Building Blocks, Setup, and Instantiation

In the context of our NIZK instantiation in AlfZKP (see Figure 16), let us first recap the setting. An issued credential by an IdP is represented by a MMS signature σ on (rid, ep). When the user initiates the protocol, it generates a commitment/opener (c, o) for the desired rid authentication. In the subsequent protocol, the RP proves, in zero-knowledge, its possession of a credential in epoch ep and knowledge of the commitment opening:

NIZK\{(σ, rid, o) : Vf(pk, (rid, ep), σ) = Open(rid, c, o) = 1\} (ep, c).

This proof validates the possession of a valid MMS signature σ on (rid, ep) with respect to pk, along with knowledge of a valid opening o for the commitment to rid, without revealing (σ, rid, o).

Constructions, pairings, and hashing. We use Pedersen commitments [37] for the COM scheme, instantiated as c ← g^mh^o, where o ← \Z_p and (g, h) ∈ \G_2 with the discrete logarithm log_g h being unknown. The opening is verified by checking g^mh^o = c. For the MMS scheme, we utilize PS signatures [38], summarized in Figure 15, which rely on asymmetric pairings. Note that both schemes have the same message space, denoted as S_{COM} = S_{MMS} = \Z_p. The construction setup is outlined in the next paragraph.

To define asymmetric pairings, we consider the cyclic groups G_1, G_2, G_T of order p with the respective generators g_1, g_2, g_T. Moreover, let e : G_1 × G_2 → G_T be an efficiently computable non-degenerate function such that \forall a, b ∈ \Z_p : e(g_1^a, g_2^b) := g_T^{ab}. Then e is called an asymmetric pairing. It must hold that G_1 ≠ G_2 and that no efficient homomorphism \phi : G_2 → G_1 exists, which is a type-3 pairing. This asymmetric pairing is instantiated using the elliptic curve BLS12 − 381 [9].

Public parameters. The Alf public parameters pp include fixed generators \(g, h\) ∈ \G_2 for Pedersen commitments, where the discrete logarithm log_g h remains unknown and also provide the bilinear group description \(p, G_1, G_2, G_T, e\) for PS signatures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Setup(1^k) → pp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Return pp := (p, G_1, G_2, G_T, e)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KGen(pp, t) → (sk, pk)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(x, y_1, ..., y_l) ← \Z_p \times \G_2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(X, Y_1, ..., Y_t) ← (g_x, g_y^e_1, ..., g_y^e_t)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sk := (x, y_1, ..., y_l) : pk := (g_x, X, Y_1, ..., Y_t)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return (sk, pk)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sign(sk, m) → σ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parse sk as (x, y_1, ..., y_l), m as (m_1, ..., m_j)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h ← G_1 \setminus {1_G}; σ ← (h, h^{xY_j m_j})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return σ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vf(pk, m, σ) → 0/1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parse pk as (X, Y_1, ..., Y_t), m as (m_1, ..., m_j), σ as (σ_1, σ_2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If (σ_1 = 1_G) abort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return e(σ_1, X) \cdot \prod_j Y_j^{m_j} = e(σ_2, g)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 15: Construction of PS signatures [38].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prover</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inputs: ipk, c, uid, n, ep, cred, rid, o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parse ipk as (., mpk), mpk as (g_x, X, Y_1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parse cred as (σ_1, σ_2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If (c ≠ g^{vid h^o}) abort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(r, t) ← \Z_p^2; σ' ← (σ_1', \sigma_2 \cdot σ_1')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>π ← NIZK((rid, o, t)); c = g^{vid h^o} ∧</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e(σ_1', Y_1)^{vid} \cdot e(σ_1', g_x^{t}) =</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e(σ_2', g_x) \cdot e(σ_1', X \cdot g_y^{e t})^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(uid, n, c, ep)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return (σ', π)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verifier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inputs: ipk, uid, n, ep, c, σ', π</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parse σ' as (σ_1', σ_2')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If (σ_1' = 1_G) abort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return 1 if (π verifies w.r.t. (uid, n, c, ep))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 16: The NIZK in AlfZKP.